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Pres. Jones Announces
New Five-Year Program
JAMES

COCKSTICK

HE REALLY LOVES TRINITY

President James F. Jones
Jr. announced in a press con·
ference yesterday that Trinity
College would begin a transi·
tion from a four·year bachelor
degree program to a five·year
program. "We really didn't see
the need to fool ourselves any
longer," Jones said exclusively
to the Tripod "So many of our
students end up taking a fifth
year anyways, so we figured
why make them the outliers?"
The five·year program will
start for the incoming class of
2015.
"I'm glad to have the
chance to spend more time
with all of Trinity's students,"
said Dean
of Students
Frederick Alford. "They all
have such vibrant minds and
work on such amazing prod·
ucts that it really seems a
waste to limit them to the tra ditional four years."
Professors have already
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voiced mixed reactions. "I'm
hoping to get tenure soon, so
don't print my name, but the
fact that they're telling me I
have to deal with these f***ers
for another year? It really
f***ing grinds my gears," said
one anonymous faculty mem·
her. "Another whole year of
reading their s*** papers
about why Huck Finn sucks or
why Elizabeth Bennet isn't
the feminist hero she clearly
is? Kill me now."
Many students apparently
spend five years at Trinity due
to disciplinary or academic
reasons, substance problems,
or general laziness. These stu·
dents will be able to maintain
their class years while still
spending a year for the given
reasons, while other students,
who will be known as "tradi·
tionals," will get the extra
year to boost their GPA, com·
plete internships, or be generally lazy.

see GRADUATE on page ?

MANGY, FERAL CATS
INFILTRATE CAMPUS
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WAR ZONE TO RELOCATE TO 0GILBY
STAPH APSTEIN
SHE'S CULTURED

In response to widespread
student displeasure with the
administration's decision to
reserve a large portion of the
Jarvis dormitory for the
Wellness and Respect (WAR)
Zone, the Office of Campus
Life (OCL) shared exclusively
with the Tripod on Monday a
change in policy for next year:
the WAR Zone will be housed
in Ogilby.
Although Ogilby contains
only about 30 beds and close
to 100 students are expected
to apply to the WAR Zone for
next year, Director of Campus
Life Amy DeBa un explained
the decision, "We are hoping
to cut down on the number of
students who apply only to
gain access to better housing
than they would receive in the
lottery by making the accept·
ance process more stringent.
From now on, we will be
sending student volunteers to
Late Night every weekend to
ensure that none of our applicants are there so we can
remove any impostors from
the list. We estimate that
there are probably only about
30 kids on this campus who
don't want to drink, anyway."
She credits the "Save
Jarvis" Face book group for the
change in policy: "If students
are willing to take enough

The Trinity College Web site ... where else do we get our pictures from?

We could have used a picture of Ogilby, but this building i just so much prettier.

....
time out of their day to click
'join' on a group invitation on
Facebook, clearly this is an
issue that needs to be dealt
with promptly."
The administration also
explained its reasoning for
choosing Ogilby. As the dormi·
tory has been out of the hous·
ing lottery for years, the OCL

believes the transition from
one elitist group to another
will be smooth. "Exchanging
Smirnoff Raw Tea partays for
actual tea parties will give the
building (and the College·paid
cleaning crew) a much needed
break from the abuse it has

see WHITE PARTY on page$

Number of Global Sites to Increase
SARAH HARVEY
THE GIRL WHO DIDN'T GO TO PARIS

It seems that all cats really hate Mondays. I couldn't tell you why.

KELSEY KATS
#I CAT/TRIPOD PLEDGE

Students noticing a rise in
the feline population around
Trinity's campus: Worry not!
You are not seeing the Grim,
you are not going crazy. In a
global e·mail sent out yesterday by Amy DeBaun, Director
of Campus Life, the student
body was informed that a flock
of feral cats have taken the
southern side of McCook Hall
hostage, including the bottom
two floors. Classes located in
the areas overtaken by the
foul creatures have been
moved, and DeBaun assured
students that Facilities is
working on the problem.
"The real issue," said Sally
Katz, Director of Facilities, "is
how tough these animals are.
We go after them with nets,

you know, typical dog-catcher
style, but this is a different
breed. We've never seen it
before, and are currently
devising a new battle plan."
The Tripod learned exclu·
sively (so don't tell the cats!)
that Facilities will soon be
resorting to a bait and switch
tactic, attempting to lure the
cats out of their safe haven
with massive amounts of cat·
nip and tuna fish. They will
then attempt to cage the
beasts, hoping that they don't
turn into beautiful princes.
"The smell will be ... extreme,"
Katz admitted, "but if we can
get these freakish kats out of
our territory, I will count a
moral and tactical victory."
Students seem to like the
presence of cats. "They're fun,

see LITTER BOX on page EW

To Trinity students, going
abroad usually means spending
time in a beautiful foreign city,
be it Rome , Paris, Cape Town,
Buenos Aires, etc. The Office of
International Programs (OIP),
in a joint message with the
Campus Climate Initiative
(CCI) and the Center for Urban
and Global Studies (CUGS)
announced last week an exten ·
sion to the school's abroad
offerings, which would give stu·
dents the chance to study in
some of America's most dangerous cities: Detroit, Michigan.,
Compton, California., and
Atlanta, Georgia.
"To be frank, we're tired of
hearing students complain so
much about Hartford being a
terrible place to live," said Lisa
Sapolis, Director of the OIP.
"By offering them a chance to
see real danger, to see some of
the really terrible cities out
there, we are hoping that they
might treat Hartford a little
better."
"We're very excited for the

new initiatives," said President
James F. Jones, Jr. "I'm really
sure that whatever this depart·
ment is working on will surely
better whatever it is it is work·
ing on. Cheers!"
Students were less upset
than nonplussed with the
announcement. "I mean, nothing's going to stop me from
going to London," said one redheaded sophomore who wished
to remain anonymous. "Not
even failing my Shapes class!
Hear that Professor? I'm going
to pass!"
The initiative is aimed to
increase an appreciation of
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Trinity's home city of Hartford,
which receives considerable
flack from the student body for
its lack of nightlife, inaccessib·
lity by foot, and general lack of
cultural richness. By sending
students to areas that are even
worse off, the OIP, CCI, and
CUGS hope to make students
see just how not awful Hartford
can be.
Kenan N. Kel Professor in
American Institutions and
Values Louis Masur had some
interesting points to add: "Well,
as the Boss might say, you

see 8 MILE in YOUR FUTURE
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Wise Words from a Wordy Man
Established on your Childhood Television
ZENON: GIRL OF THE 21ST CENTURY
STEPSISTER FROM PLANET WEIRD

Sarah Harvey '11

Elizabeth Agresta '11

THE THIRTEENTH YEAR

THE COLOR OF FRIENDSHIP

Greg Leitao '12

Abigail Alderman '11

GETA CLUE

CHEETAH GIRLS

Allison Pickens '12

Kelsey Kats' 13

BRINK!

JOHNNY TSUNAMI

James E. Kukstis '10

Alexander Fitzgerald '10

MOTOCROSSED

RIP GIRLS

Nicole Dubowitz '10

Ann Waller Curtis' 12

SMART HOUSE

HORSE SENSE

Benjamin Pate '11

Winifred Binda '11

CADET KELLY

HALLOWEENlOWN

Stephanie Apstein '10

Zach Sonenshine 'I 1

MIRACLE IN LANE

2

CAN OF WORMS

Peter Smith '10

John Downes-Angus '11

ALLEY CATS STRIKE

THE FAMOUS JETT JACKSON

Anne Gimbel '11

Meghan McEvoy '11

LUCK OF THE IRISH

PAPER BRIGADE

Sarah Quirk '11

Annie Kate Reeder '12

AB a former Editor-in-Chief
of the Tripod, I would like to
articulate one last time something that I have expressed in
many previous editorials: I love
Trinity.
I love wearing Topsiders and
being preppy. I love the diversity
of the liberal arts education. I
love the small community of
Trinity. I love the Tripod, Peter
B's, and my fraternity. I love
when the snow starts melting in
February, when I can start wear
ing flip-fl.ops in March, when we
start drinking on the quad in
April, and graduation on the
quad in May. Thank God I didn't
go abroad, I hear they don't have
spring in other countries! I love
writing about myself, and how
much I love Trinity. Did I mention I love where I go to school?
The only thing I don't love about

by the students of Trinity College in Hartford, Conn.
Student subscription included in the Student Activities Fee (SAF).
Others, $30 for a one-semester subscription or $50 for a one-year subscription.
Please address all correspondence to:
The Trinity Tripod
Trinity College
300 Summit St. Box 702582
Hartford, C.T. 06106-3100
Telephone: (860) 297-2584 I Fax: (860) 297-5361

Staff meetings are held (some) Tuesday nights at 7:30
(ish) p.m. in the Tripod Office in the basement of
Jackson. Follow the scent of day-old Choice One.

Representatives from whatever section decides to
show up will be available to discuss what already
w,idely known news we will cover. Faculty and staff
are welcome, but have yet to make an appearance.

h8er h8ing for the sake of h8ing
(heartz EQB and RSB). Perhaps
you are simply distracted by my
Nantucket Reds and my VV
croaks (yes, I know I abbreved.
Deal with it). If you disagree
with me, I accept that. At this
point, I've gotten too distracted
by my iPhone to even remember
what I was actually talking
about. Was it about Vampire
Weekend or how great The
Great Gatsby is? Whatever, I did
succeed in talking about myself
for a while, so I guess I'll just
end with a quotation that definitely isn't at all trite from the
obscure, aforementioned novel:
"So we beat on, boats against the
current, borne back ceaselessly
into the past."
Peace, Love, Prep
Jamez

Letters to the Editor
EAC President Sets
Record Straight
To the Editors of the
Tripod,

The Trinity Tripod is published weekly on Tuesdays throughout the academic year

Trinity? Having to say hello to
everyone I know on campus.
Popularity can be such a burden.
So, as I enter into my final
Trinity spring, I keep some wise
words in mind. As Shakespeare
once said (did I mention that I
am an English major?), "April
hath put a spirit of youth in
everything." AB I once said (did I
mention that I am also an awe·
some writer?), "It can be a slow
process, but eventually the grass
shows up under the snow. The
longer the winter, the more snow
there is to melt, but eventually, I
am confident, it will be spring."
As current Editor-in-Chief
Sarah Harvey '11 once said,
"Shut the f"o/o# up about Trinity
and the weather and write
something legitimate."
Perhaps you find my idealism naive. Perhaps you are a

To say the Tripod is journalistic gold is an understatement. The New York
Times should flip through
the Tripod for examples of
impeccable fact checking,
copy editing, and article
depth. As President of the
Entertainment Activities
Council (EAC), I would like
to personally thank the
entire Tripod staff for
breaking the news that
LMFAO will be performing
at the Spring Weekend concert. Your article announcement saved not only me but
also the entire EAC a lot of
time. Usually we wait to
announce all of the acts
together, but that is time
consuming and tedious
especially when I have
other things to worry about
like flat-ironing my silky,
luscious
locks,
biking
around campus, and carrying
my
one·of-a·kind
acoustic guitar around with
me.

Besides, you can't imag·
ine how annoying it is to
Sincerely yours,
have all my groupies who
aren't on the short list to
Chase Caillouette '10
succeed
me
as
EAC
President asking day after
Student Responds to
day who's coming to Spring
Aggressive Professors
Weekend. Thanks to you
guys, I can just be like,
Dear Maurice Wade and
"Dude, I don't know. Talk to Friends,
the Tripod news editors;
they seem to be hella well I'm not racist.
informed on this."
Love,
It really cut down on the
suspense, too - I know
people were tearing their
Ninna Gaensler-Debs '11
hair out waiting to hear
who was coming, so at least For a Change, a Letter
you could throw them a
FROM the Editor
bone before we broke the
Dear Andrea Wise,
real story.
So I'm sorry if you misWe know you're catfancy.
understood my threat to
keep you away from all the We appreciate your attempt
performers so you couldn't to be sneaky, but Trinidad
interview them: it's just only has so many IP
that I know you'll flash addresses.
Also, let's be honest here:
your Tripod press passes
and get to them anyway you are neither catlike nor
and I thought I'd make fancy.
things more challenging
Kissez,
and exciting for you.
Anyway, please keep up
the good work and remem ·
The Trinity TripodDetective
her you have the EAC on Agency (formerly known as The
Babysitters Club)
your side.

CORRECTIONS
In every issue of the Tripod thus far this semester, we have perpetuated the glori ous Tripod tradition of spelling someone's name wrong, misquoting someone, making
up "facts," and generally being a representative sample of the effort level the rest of the
student body puts into things like homework. Our B.
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Tripod Editorials represent the views of whoever we want, and really, you wouldn't know the difference.
You just like to complain. But we like that.

The

fltripob is taking a week offl
WE

NEED A SERIOUS BREAK.

WERE YOU GOING TO NOTICE ANYWAY?
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PROTESTING THE JARVIS

wAR (ZoNE): SGA, STUDENTS SPEAK OUT
ALLISON PICKENS '12
NEWS EDITOR

Five Trin Students Awarded Grants
GREG LEITAO '12
NEWS EDITOR

For the first time in its history, Trinity
College has had two teams of undergraduates
selected to receive $10,000 each in the
Kathryn Wasserman Davis 100 Projects for
Peace program. The program is "an initiative
for all students at the Davis United World
College Scholars Program partner schools to
design their own grassroots projects for peace
that they themselves will implement anywhere in the world during the summer of
2010."
"Through a competition on over 90 campuses, projects will be selected for funding at
$10,000 each," according to the program's Web
site.
In 2007, 2008 and, 2009, groups of Trinity
students were each awarded one of these
grants in order to fund their respective projects. Their projects included inst.ailing solar
l~ps in rural parts of Nepal, building a computer laboratory for disadvantaged children in
a male prison in Bolivia, and providing
HIV/AIDS health education in Zambia.

This year, however, two separate Trinity
groups have been acknowledged. Nitin
Sajankila, Lam Hoang, and David Pierce, all
members of the class of 2013, represent the
first group to receive a grant. The second
group is made up of Sarthak Khanal '11 and
Binay Poudel '12.
Kathryn Wasserman Davis, now 103 years
old, is an American philanthropist and the creator of the 100 Projects for Peace program.
When she turned 100 years old in 2007, Davis
committed $1 million to fund one hundred
$10,000 projects for peace. According to the
Projects for Peace Web site, the definition of
these projects is left open-ended.
"We leave it up to the students to define
what a 'project for peace' might be. We hope to
encourage creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship. The overall program is to be worldwide in scope and impact, but specific projects
may be undertaken anywhere and as grassroots as desired, including in the U.S."
Every year since 2007 Davis has given the

According to the Office of Campus Life (OCL) Trinity's Wellness
and Respect: Zeroing in on Negative Experiences (WAR Zone) residents will be housed in the Jarvis dormitory for the 2010-2011 academic year. Students, both those who are a part of the WAR Zone
and those who are not, faculty, and alumni are concerned about the
OCL's decision.
The WAR Zone is Trinity's substance-free housing option open to
all students who wish to live in a quiet, alcohol- and drug-free dormitory. To become a member of the WAR Zone, students must agree
to never consume or store alcohol or drugs in their rooms, and must
agree to "display respect in all aspects of dorm life be it in noise
level, cleanliness, language, or acceptance in the different ways
each chooses to live their life," according to Trinity's Web site.
Students wishing to live in the WAR Zone must sign a contract
agreeing to these conditions and are subject to harsh penalties if
the contract is broken.
Previously, the WAR Zone residents have been housed mainly in
the Concrete Jungle , in the Smith dormitory last year and the
Wheaton dormitory this year. Members of the WAR Zone are
exempt from the housing lottery. This year, however, the OCL plans
to move the WAR Zone to Jarvis dormitory. In a campus-wide e-mail
sent from Director of Campus Life Amy DeBaun and Associate
Director of Campus Life Susan Salisbury, the reason for relocating
the WAR Zone is to offer quality living spaces to students who live
a substance-free lifestyle.
"We have made the decision to offer part of Jarvis to the WAR

see WAR ZONE on page 8

Stories from Uruguay

see TRINITY on page 8

MILL CONCERT ELECTRIFIES
During Spring Break, Hillel sponsored an alternative
trip to Uruguay. Here, the group poses with their
Uruguay coordinators in shirts that say "Trinity" in
Hebrew. For more pictures and stories from students
and Director of Hillel Lisa Kassow, see page 11.

Spring Weekend Acts Named
ALLISON PICKENS '12
JOHN DOWNES-ANGUS '11
STAFF WRITER

NEWS EDITOR

Saturday, April 3, The Mill hosted the Brooklyn-based rock groups Feng Island,
Brahms, and Sleigh Bells. It was a perfect evening, one of the first warm nights of
Spring, featuring the electronically driven, cacophonous beauty that contemporary
music has become. The music and the crowd were extremely energetic - by my best
judgment, everyone who attended had a great time.
The first band, Feng Island, took the stage around 10 p.m. Their music was an
interesting blend of energetic, happy, poppy, and punk. The Mill had prepared an
exciting light show that enhanced the crowd's experience of the music. A crowd-

The Entertainment Activities Council (EAC) formally announced the
artists performing during Spring Weekend this past Friday, April 2 on
the Cave Patio. In addition to LMFAO, the EAC has signed Snoop Dogg
and Mickey Avalon to perform on Sunday, April 25 at 2 p.m. on the LSC
Quad with LMFAO and Mickey Avalon opening for Snoop Dogg.
Snoop Dogg, born Cordozar Calvin Broadus in Long Beach, Calif. in
1971, began his music career in 1992 when he signed with Death Row
Records, founded by Dr. Dre and Suge Knight. Arguably one of Dr. Dre's
most successful and notable proteges, Snoop Dogg released his first

see SPRING on page 14

see SNOOP on page 9
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The Tripod editorial staff
would like to use this forum to
express our opinion on the current controversy regarding the
WAR Zone and Jarvis Hall. As
many have already expressed,
we feel that the decision fails to

serve the needs of both students
in the WAR Zone and students
interested in living in Jarvis
next year. The location of Jarvis
is not suited for a program that
values a quiet environment.
Also, taking much of Jarvis out

of the housing lottery denies
other students the opportunity
to live in such a historic area of
campus. We urge the administration to reconsider their decision.
- S.E.H. and E.AA.
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Letters to the Editor
Former Professor Objects
to Planned Dissolution of
Classics Department
News of the proposal to
eliminate the Classics department at the College, as reported in last week's Tripod
(03/30110), should cause distress, but no surprise. It has
been on the Dean of the
Faculty's agenda for a long
time: if not from her first
weeks in office, then certainly
since Professor Baraz left for
Princeton in 2007.
For the last three years,
the dean has refused to
restore two of the three established tenure lines to the
department; and she has
ignored both the External
Review of the department,
arranged by the Curriculum
Committee and carried out
last year by three distinguished Classicists (from
Vassar, Wellesley, and Yale)
chosen under the auspices of
the American Philological
Association, and the endorsement of their recommenda tions
by
the
Classics
Department
Review
Committee.
More than a year ago, the
panel of reviewers unanimously recommended continuation of the department with
the two tenure lines restored,
one of them to be a senior
appointment to the department of a Classicist, who
would be expected to foster a
climate of confidence and
security in which Classics at
Trinity would prosper the
more, and to relieve Professor
Risser of the burden of chairing the department after a
tour of more than a dozen
years. In retirement, I have
found the dean's neglect of the
department hard to watch, but
suffering it daily at work must
be demoralizing; it seems to
have been calculated to drive
the department into the
ground. Even so, over the last
four years, Professor Risser
together
with
~siting
Professors
Anderson,

Caldwell,
Mazur,
and
Mordine, all one-year contract
appointments, have continued
to offer a wide range of interdisciplinary courses under the
heading
'Classical
Civilisation', as has long been
the department's custom, in
addition to the sequence of
courses in Latin and Greek;
and they have done this with
success, attracting significant
numbers of students and graduating majors both in Classics
and Classical Civilization. The
College owes them admiration
and gratitude.
The American Philological
Association, as many on campus will know, is the professional
association
of
Classicists in North America an institution that commands
great respect among humanists across the world. Yet
instead
of
taking
the
Curriculum
Committee's
external reviewers' recommendations seriously, the
dean has flouted them. Her
own scheme, which has
become widely known only
recently, purports to 'improve
the presence of Classics at the
College' by dissolving the
department into a vague program, 'Classical Studies' or
some such, to be serviced by
faculty seconded from departments of Religion, Philosophy,
Art History, English, History,
and 'Language and Cultural
Studies'
(once
Modern
Languages) . This is counterfeit; it guarantees the elimina tion of any meaningful, let
alone vital, presence of
Classics at the College. For
the participating faculty's
first loyalties are bound to be
with their home departments;
and that is as it should be.
Questions arise . For example, how many of them will
feel competent to teach the
whole panoply of classical
Greek and Roman literature
from texts in translation, let
alone in the original Ian guages? A philosopher with
Greek may well teach Plato or
Aristotle, but what about

Homer's Iliad and Odyssey, or
the dramas of Euripides or
Aristophanes? How will coordination, consistency, and
esprit within the program be
maintained? Those with institutional memory will remem her the
plight of the
Comparative
Literature
Program. Furthermore, the
very essence of Classics is
absent from the dean's
scheme: the teaching of language and literature from
La tin and Greek texts by
Classical scholars; this is a
sine qua non among liberal
arts colleges elsewhere. But
make no mistake: the teaching
of Classics in translation,
whereby the culture of the
ancient Mediterranean World
is carried to a wider audience,
is a vital element in the
Classics curriculum: this is
recognized and promoted in
the
Curriculum
Review
Committee's
recommendations, as, of course, it has been
by the department of Classics
at the College for the last fifty
years; look at the Bulletin s.v.
'Classics': the interdisciplinary range of courses listed
there is extraordinary, and it
is offered and taught within
the department by Professors
of Classics.
In the Tripod article, the
president speaks eloquently,
as he has often to me, about
the pleasures and rewards of
reading the Roman authors and their mediaeval successors - in the original Latin.
He knows that those students
at Trinity, interested in developing their own understanding of the ancient and mediaeval worlds through study of
documents and texts, will be
best served by working in a
bona fide department of
Classics. Anything less sells
them short, and is unworthy
of a leading liberal arts college
in North America.
A.D. Macro,
Hobart Professor of
Classics emeritus,
Trinity College.
2 April, 2010.

We w e c om e you r ee ac ! e n a L e tter t o t e E itor : e- m a i t rtpo
tr in co .e u or s u mi t at
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Title IX Poses Challenges for Trinity
ABIGAIL ALDERMAN '11
OPI IONS EDITOR

As a member of a sports
team that feels practically coed, I have never given a great
deal of thought to inequalities
present between men's and
women's sports teams. While
the swim team does separate
certain practices and activities, for the most part, we are
equal in almost everything. I
have noticed disparities are
within teams that do not function as a unit, as we do. Men
and women who play the same
sport at this school, for the
most part, practice and compete separately. They have a
different fan base (usually bigger for men) and different
equipment (usually more for
men.)
After discussing the matter
with Associate Director of
Athletics Robin Sheppard, I
have discovered just how hard
the Athletic
Department
works behind the scenes in an
attempt to equalize men's and
women's sports at Trinity.
(Sheppard plans to attend a
conference in the near future
where she will collaborate
with other women involved in
female sports and discuss
Title XI.)
Learning about Title IX
throughout high school, many
of my female friends felt
empowered. Our predecessors
had fought so that our efforts
in various sports could be
treated and respected in the
same way as men's are. Yet, I
never really considered how
difficult it would be for a college to exist in compliance
with all of the measures dictated by Title IX.
Any school that engages in
intercollegiate athletics must
be in compliance with at least
one of the following prongs:
Prong 1 indicates that as
many opportunities, as there
are for men must be available
to women who enter the
school. Prong 2 states that the
school must show a history of
expanding sports programs for
the underrepresented sex

(usually women.) Prong 3 promotes fully accommodating
the interests and abilities of
both sexes.
For Trinity to be in compliance with the first Prong they
would have to offer the same
number of sports and slots to
both
men
and
women.
Currently, we have 15 men's
sports teams and 14 women's
sports teams. That seems to
be close enough, until you consider the size of the football
team in comparison to the
field hockey team, or even the
size of the men's lacrosse team
to the size of the women's
lacrosse team. We currently
have 399 male athletes at
Trinity, and only 236 women.
To comply with Prong 1, either
men's teams need to recruit
fewer players, or women's
teams need to recruit more to
be in compliance with Prong 1.
Prong 2 is what has held
Trinity in compliance with
Title IX for so many years.
Once Trinity became co-ed in
1969, women's sports were
added at a steady rate. For the
past few decades, Trinity was
adding a female sport every
few years , which kept the college in compliance with Prong
2. However, the last addition
of a female sport was in 1998,
so the college now needs to get
in compliance with another
prong, or add another female
sport.
The last prong would
require a gathering of all the
females on the campus. They
would have to agree that there
are not any additional sports
they would like to play that
are not offered at Trinity.
While this is an excellent idea
in theory, it would be almost
impossible to accomplish:
It is now clear to me that
behind the scenes, the athletic
department is working very
diligently to try and keep
Trinity athletics equal for men
and women. For students,
however, the bigger problem is
on the surface . We have a
much more massive fan base
for men's sports than we have
for women's sports. Though

many of our men's teams have
had a strong history of success, consider the fact that the
lack of fans at our female
games could be a factor in
their level of success.
There are many ways for
this campus to become more
supportive of its female athletes, and I believe many of it
lies on the shoulders of all
females at Trinity. If females
could recruit their friends and
classmates to come see their
games, we would have a much
higher turnout at female athletic events . The Athletic
Department is also discussing
creating a "Big sister, little
Sister" program for female
athletes, which would pair
First-year female athletes
with
an
upperclassman
involved in another sport.
These connections would help
lower classmen to adjust, and
this would also prbmote interteam support.
Upon reflection, it is very
much in the nature of female
athletes to be less forward
about their athletic abilities.
While men are less apt to get
nervous when friends and
family are in the stands, many
female athletes to lose focus
as a result of a larger fan base.
Females are also prone to worrying that they won't play,
which deters them from inviting others t~ watch their
games or events.
Hopefully, the Athletic
Department's
efforts
to
engage female athletes with
other female sports will help
boost fan bases. If female winter athletes could support
female athletes during other
seasons, and vice versa, I
believe many of our female
sports teams would feel more
confident in their various com petitions. I also believe that
this does not have to be an
"athletes only" venture. All
members of the Trinity community, whether they are
women or supporters of sexual
equality, should show support
for our female athletes.

The Fall of America's Teen Queen
ALLISON PICKENS '12
NEWS EDITOR

Wiping my buttery hands
on my Limited Too pink flare
jeans, I sat smiling as I
watched The Parent Trap, a
movie I still consider to be one
of my favorites. It was the
summer of 1998 and I was
eight years old with fire-red
hair and a sea of freckles on
my pale face. I was immediately in awe of Lindsay Lohan,
a girl with thick red hair and
freckles, a girl just like me.
Six-and-a-half years later,
I sat in the same movie the-

ater watching the beautiful,
funny, and refreshingly normal-looking Lindsay become a
plastic, calling Damien "too
gay to function" and knowing
the limit does not exist. At
almost 15, I realized that even
though I had dyed my red hair
blonde, I had grown up with
my favorite actress. I had
watched Lindsay grow from
the cute peanut butter and
Oreo-eating Annie Parker to
the fabulously catty Cady
Heron. She was successful,
happy, confident, and gorgeous, everything I wanted to
be.

Now, as I write this I am 20
years old and another six
years have gone by. I truly
wish I could say Lindsay is
starring in another popular
movie. I wish I could say she
is still successful, happy, and
confident. I wish I could say
she is still everything I want
to be.
The reality, however, is
that 2004's all-American
sweetheart has become yet
another tragic case of child
star gone wrong, trading in

see LINDSAY page 6

Jarvis is more than a
Dorm; It's an Experience
mines the fairness of the housing lottery system. Because
Jarvis is one of the most covetThere is a big battle going ed dorms, anyone wishing t o
on regarding where on campus live in it must sweat out one
to place the WAR Zone next or two years of poor housing
year, and, as it stands, the with the expectation of being
students are losing. The deci- rewarded the privilege of livsion by the
Office
of ing in Jarvis. Reserving Jarvis
Residential Life (OCC) to for a small segment of stuplace Trinity's substance free dents prevents everyone from
dormitory in Jarvis Hall is a the equal opportunity of the
bad one all around, and those Jarvis experience.
responsible should seriously
Beside the deep sentimenrethink it.
tal and historical value, Jarvis
' Let me just first stress is structurally unique. It is
this: I am not against sub- the only dormitory with co-ed
stance-free housing
six or eight peron campus. Rather,
son
suites.
Jarvis,
I am against the
Previously,
if
unlike most
idea of specializing
someone wanted
such an integral
to
live
in
dormitories,
part of our campus
Wheaton,
the
is more than
and
alienating
current
WAR
just a buildeveryone who does
Zone,
but
didn't
ing. It's the
not wish to live that
want substance
pulse that
lifestyle.
free living, they
keeps
To make this
could look to
Trinity's
decision worse , it
dorms with simiheart beatwas not made publar living setups
ing.
It's cenlic until after it was
High Rise ,
tral location,
made . There was
Funston,
and
rich history,
little student input,
Summit,
for
and beautiful
and this blatant
example. But for
disregard for our
those who prefer
architecure
will is troubling. If
the setup and
make its resnumbers mean anylocation
of
idents feel
thing, I'm not the
Jarvis
,
there
is
they are a
only one who feels
nowhere
else
to
part of somethis
way.
An
look.
thing
unprecedented 750
It's also an
greater...
students, faculty,
unfair
punishand alumni have
ment to students
joined the "Save Jarvis" of legal drinking age. Should I
Facebook group. On Sunday choose to remain in Jarvis, I
night,
the
Student won't be able to have an
Government
Association evening glass of wine , drink a
(SGA) passed a nearly unani- few beers on a Saturday night,
mous resolution recommend- or partake in a round of gin
ing that the WAR Zone not be and tonics with friends.
placed in Jarvis.
Plus, actual WAR Zone
Jarvis, unlike most dormi- members don't even want to
tories, is more than just a live in Jarvis. The dorm's locabuilding. It's the pulse that tion along Trinity's main thorkeeps Trinity's heart beating. oughfare means it can get
It's central location, rich histo- pretty noisy outside, especialry, and beautiful architecture ly on the weekends . Those
make its residents feel they who are looking for weeklong
are a part of something residential quiet feel that
greater than just being a col- being placed in Jarvis is
lege student.
therefore a slap in the face ,
To be frank, the prospect of and rightfully so.
living in Jarvis was one of the
Furthermore, the dynamic
main non-academic reasons I, that will result if only part of
and countless others, chose to Jarvis is reserved for the WAR
go to Trinity. And by my junior Zone seriously compromises
year, I was finally able to. It's the group's mission.
been one of my best experiThese factors all culminate
ences here.
into one big idea: Jarvis
Every day is like some- belongs to all of Trinity, Jarvis
thing out of the admissions is Trinity. And Trinity overcatalog - seeing a snowy quad whelmingly says it should
from my room in the winter, remain fully open to everyone.
yelling out to friends as they
If this plan goes forward, it
pass on the Long Walk, wak- will go down as one of the
ing up to the rays of the sun- worst decisions the Office of
rise hitting the Chapel. I've Residential Life has ever
spoken to a number of alums made. I urge them to reconsidabout the 'Jarvis experience,' er.
and it's heartwarming to see
(Note: Greg Moniz '11 is a
their faces light up.
member of the Student
This decision also under- Government Association)
GREG MONIZ '11

CONTRIB UTI G WRITER

Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and cb not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff.
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Snoop' s "Father Hood"
Presents Modern Values
show includes Snoop Dogg play·
ing soccer and hockey with his
childi·en, and renewing his vows
Much to the excitement of with his wife.
the
student
body,
the
The show's tagline is "this
Entertainment
Activities ain't the Huxtables." While- this
Council (EAC), has secured the is undoubtedly true, Snoop
famed Snoop Dogg as the main Dogg is in many ways a model
act for Spring Weekend. He will father and husband. He is
be supported by LMFAO and devoted to raising his children
Mickey Avalon. Snoop Dogg is and supporting his wife.
known not just for his music but Certainly, his family does not
for his public persona. Snoop's contain the traditional infrasmooth talking, calm-mannered structure that the Huxtables
demeanor, combined with his had; however, the values pres·
affinity for pot has captivated ent are reflective of many more
modern families.
audiences for years.
In many ways, the family
Snoop Dogg, without a
doubt, has become a Mecca for depicted on the "The Cosby
why I am such a stickler for cool. Yet, for all of his acclaim in Show" is a figment of fictional
believing in people's responsibili· the fast and flashy entertain· television. As of late, the dys·
ties. As I'm going to say at com· ment world, my personal functionally functional family
mencement, I've often wanted to favorite side of the Hip Hop sen· has replaced the functional fam·
write a philosophical history of sation is his personal life, which ily. As a society, we are less like·
was briefly showcased in his ly to believe the more tradition·
the idea of responsibility.
al family. Instead, we crave the
Perhaps it's the influence of show "Father Hood."
For those who were too busy family whose eccentricities and
the people I read the most when
I was you, and who imprinted to make time for Snoop Dogg's differences unite them. In this
their own theories of responsibil· short lived series on the E! net· regard, Snoop Dogg's family is
ity the most on my head and on work, "Father Hood" is exactly consistent with what we seek.
Stories like that of Tiger
my mind, like Kierkegaard, and what it sounds like: it features
Camus, and Sartre, and the Snoop Dogg and his family, and Woods, Jesse James and John
British Empiricists. They taught portrays him as a variation of a Edwards seem to threaten the
us that at the end of the day family man. The reality show way we view families. These
we're only responsible for two includes Snoop Dogg's wife, his men all had seemingly conven·
things: Our actions and our daughter, his two sons and his tional families and marriages,
words. Sometimes, it may very godson. The show hit its prime yet their indiscretions have
well be, that all of us get carried when Snoop Dogg was pushing made them outliers. By con·
away by emotions and rhetoric. the release of his single, "Sexual trast, Snoop Dogg's family, and
That's fine - we're all just fallible Eruption." And despite the other less conventional families,
clearly explicit nature of the is to be admired for their func·
human beings.
But I would never have a lit· song, the show depicts Snoop tionality. And perhaps, as we
mus test other than the rules of Dogg as balancing his world in watch Snoop Dogg perform in
scholarship, which are substanti- show business with his domestic just a few weeks, we can look at
ate your sources, defend your responsibilities. Clips of the him as an unlikely family icon.
thesis with facts, and draw some
conclusion from some working
hypothesis that you posed at the
beginning of your article. Also, I
think it's very clear that some·
times all of us might make
continued from page 5
a.m., and no one cared to ask
claims out of unfounded knowl·
edge, so I always ask people that
her if she was happy, if she
if you have any question about her unique red locks for needed advice, if she felt fulanything, ask us. Unless it's a stringy unhealthy dirt·colored filled.
very serious personal matter, hair and her perfectly fit yet
Her parents cared only
we'll answer.
curvy body for dreadfully mal · about furthering their finan·
I would never put a litmus nourished stick legs and arms cial and celebrity status,
selling
their
test on the faculty, who are your and an ever-diminishing pant essentially
daughter for a cover of Us
teachers, because there are some size.
hideous examples in the history
The story of Lindsay's Weekly and a failed reality
of education where those litmus downfall is sadly all too famil· show.
tests squelched the freedom of a iar. With more money than a
It does not take a psycholo·
space that should be free and 17·year-old should have, gy degree to know that
open.
Lindsay fell into the crowd of Lindsay felt unloved and used
JDA: So you'd rather have hard-partying Hollywood star· by the two people who were
the freedom with the unfortu· lets.
supposed to love her uncondi·
nate consequences?
Gaining entrance to L.A.'s tionally. To cope with such a
self·image,
Lindsay
JJ: I would always err on the hottest nightclubs at 18, low
side of Jefferson. Always. I Lohan joined the ranks of the turned to the mind-numbing
always refer to Mr. Jefferson's professional party girls like effects of drugs and alcohol.
However, her talent, beau·
theories about the freedom of the Tara Reid, Paris Hilton, and
press.
Nicole Richie. Lacking any ty, and confidence are still
JDA: If these disputes con· semblance of parental guid· inside of her somewhere,
tinue, good things can come of ance, Lindsay allowed the gasping for breath.
To my fellow natural red·
them?
pressure of fame to push her
JJ: Always. I would posit into drugs, alcohol, and an head, I still believe in you and
that the young man who wrote eating disorder.
watching your drug-induced
the unfortunately accusatory
To say Lindsay's parents downward spiral breaks my
article in the Tripod probably are dysfunctional is to say eight-year-old heart. Find
learned the greatest lesson of his Jesse James is a relatively that inner Annie Parker
entire life over the naivete that good guy. A deadbeat, fame· strength and get yourself
spawned him to write such a seeking, ex-convict father and help, Lindsay.
scurrilous piece that flew in the a pathetic, desperate, airhead
If Britney Spears can come
face of the generosity of the mother, forced Lindsay to back from rock bottom, so can
Trustee who was just trying to raise herself. No one cared if you. Just remember, "All you
help kids from Hartford come to she went to school, no one can do in life is try to solve the
I cared if she stayed out until 4 problem in front of you ."
Trinity.
ZACH SONENSHINE '11
CO TRIBUTI G EDITOR

o n
Downes· ngus
(JDA): We recently had a Letter
to the Editor, submitted by
Trinity faculty, that claimed that
a student had used racist and
classist language. As the
President of the school, how do
you mediate student·professor
accusations such as this?
James F. Jones Jr. (JJ) : I
would first of all say that the best
definition I know of a school is
from the late Bart who was pres·
ident of Yale before he became
the baseball commissioner that
nailed Pete Rose. He was a very
dear friend of mine - one of the
most unhealthy people I've ever
known, he smoked three packs of
Camels a day and died of a heart
attack, but he was brilliant. He
once defined a school as a "Free
and open space." I've always
loved those words, because I
think that that's a very apt defr
nition of a school.
So, if the ac~demy is a free
and open space, then people
ought to be able to air views
without thinking that they are
going to be censored by Big
Brother in an Orwellian kind of
sense. You know, that some
argus figures controlling the free
flow of ideas.
One of the things that I've
always told the students in my
seminars is that they have to be
very careful about holding
authority to the highest stan·
dars. One of the worst examples
of the betrayal of ideology was
when the faculties in German
universities joined students in
ridding the libraries of antiAcyan books during the Nazi era.
There are photographs of faculty
and students gleefully throwing
Freud, and Marx and Sartre into
the bonfires. So the free and open
space of the academy became
warped.
So I would always veer on the
Jeffersonian side of claiming
that I would rather have freedom
of the press above anything.
So to answer your question
more specifically, it happens
from time·to·time that a student
writes something in the Tripod
that will elicit very reasonable
critiques. If the academy is at
root what it should be (a free and
open space) then there should be
some way for critiques to be
aired openly and honestly. I
think it's probably more diplo·
matic for me not to comment on
anything in the past several

wee s, which has spawned your
question.
I will comment on one of the
more notorious examples that I
have seen in my very long career.
That is an article that was com·
pletely misguided, full of erro·
neous accusations, dripping with
innuendo, that was written for
reasons I could never grasp,
against an incredibly generous
trustee that had made a 2.5 mil·
lion dollar gift to the college for
scholarships for kids from
Hartford. The Tripod article was
an embarrassment to the entire
school.
I didn't know the article was
going to appear until it
appeared. It was so fallacious
and based on innuendo, and
some weird sense that this was
an accusatory act on the part of
this unbelievable friend of
Trinity who just wanted to make
it possible for some young man or
woman who graduates from pub·
lie Hartford school systems to
come to Trinity. The article had
the trustee's name misspelled 14
times in a row - the name of the
Trustee was never spelled cor
rectly. One of that trustee's facul·
ty members here decades ago,
wrote of one the most honest critiques of any article that I've
ever found in the Tripod.
He wasn't embittered. It was·
n't a "Let me as a member of the
professoriate slap the hands of
the young Turks" that are out
here to the point of being para·
noid that a gift to the college is
somehow suspect. So one of the
most distinguished members of
the faculty in the last 15 years,
who had been the Trustee's
teacher, took the young man to
task for the article.
Sure, did the article trouble
me? The article troubled me
because it was not factual - it
was pathetic journalism. Nobody
ever called any of us for any
facts, and it was dripping with
innuendo, and accusatory to the
point of being paranoid. But it
broke every single rule of jour
nalism, and it was terribly
embarrassing. I apologized pro·
fusely to the trustee.
But the faculty member's let·
ter to the Tripod, trying to cor
rect the young man's really negligent article, was better than
any commentary than any com·
mentacy that I could ever have
made. Now, you and I have had
these conversations before about

"Daughter to Father;"
Lindsay's Daddy Issues
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The Little Jew Girl's First Easter
would stop talking about what
the Easter bunny will be bringing them.
Well this year this little Jew
Once upon a time there
was a little Jew girl. She was girl got the vindication over her
your average nice Jew girl, WASPy counterparts that she
but like most Jew kids she wanted . . . she got to have her
would feel very sad when big very own Easter.
Christian holiShe was invited
days
came
by one of her dear
At least
around.
At
friends to spend
Hanukah
Christmas time
Easter in the true
New
England spirshe would spin
season meant
it.
There
were famiher dreidal on
gifts, what
ly
dinners,
lunchthe kitchen floor
did Easter
wondering why
eons,
church
sermean? It
Hanukkah
mons,
bright
colors,
meant eating
Harry
had
horseback riding,
kosher for
short -changed
and egg dying fun
Passover cinto be had by all.
her. No matter
namon biswhat her parHer church expericottis
while
ents would say
ence in particular
watching
about
the
left
quite
an
Shiksehs
washed up carimpression.
The
unwrap their
salesman figure
church was small
and quaint; it had
that served as a
Cadbury
stand-in
for
whitewashed walls
Easter eggs ...
Santa, she still
and orchids decowent to bed with visions of rating the altar and windowsill.
sugar plums dancing in her She walked in to the sound of
head to the beat of sleigh the organ playing, excited and
bells ring-ting-tingling.
eager to participate in a tradiAt least Hanukkah sea- tional service. After being reprison meant gifts, but what did manded by her dear friend for
Easter mean? It meant eat- putting her feet on the prayer
ing kosher for Passover cin- blocks under the pews (which in
namon biscottis while watch- her defense she thought were
ing Shiksehs unwrap their foot rests) and being smacked
Cadbury Easter eggs pray- upside the head with the Bible
ing that they get chocolate on multiple occasions by the
all over their pink and green woman in Dior sunglasses
dresses or choke so that they behind her .. . the awkwardness
KELSEY KATTS '13
OPINJONS EDITOR

'Aong t e
ongWafk

began to seep in.
When the priest took the
pulpit to deliver his sermon it
seemed as if the light of God
shone on this little Jew. His
message essentially was that
we are all looking for someone
to know us body and soul and
love us unconditionally. He
used the example of Mary
Magdalene and Jesus ... that
she didn't quite follow, but the
message stayed the same:
Easter is the holiday of remem·
bering that we are loved (name·
ly by Jesus ... but for the purposes of this Jew girl's story
that doesn't entirely apply.)
Sitting in such good company with everyone in such high
spirits made her heart feel
warm and fuzzy inside. The
calmness of Easter lunch was
very refreshing seeing that her
Passover seders usually consisted of drunk and feisty
grandparents and horseradish.
After experiencing her first
Christian holiday she was able
to embrace elements of a religion once foreign to her. She
finally saw what her 80-minute
Biblical Tradition classes were
trying to describe. Being in a
room filled with everyone sharing hope through religion reinforced the power of transcendental faith. While she certainly won't be converting anytime
soon, she has embraced the
bunny and the Trinity WASP
within.

Prepdom Good For
Play, Not for Real
JAMES E. KUKSTIS '10
SE IOR EDITOR

An article in the Saturday
New York Times announced a
follow-up to The Official
Preppy Handbook (OPH) to be
released in the fall entitled
True Prep, and. written by
some of the original contribu tors. It will be a modern
update of the seminal 1980s
preppy bible, including more
racial and sexual diversity.
I brought my copy of the
OPH to the Tripod office for
production this week in hopes
of generating some stimulating, nay, hilarious, conversation. I bought my copy from
eBay a few years ago (probably
some time after matriculating
at Trin) and I've read it coverto-cover numerous times for
its humorous, at times ridiculous, at times insightful, view
into the Prep scene.
Some favorites from "The
Lexicon": "big fella:
n.
Affectionate name used by
men with and to each other.
Not condescending."; "drop
trou: v. (Trou rhymes with
cow.) Let down one's pants.
What preppy guys do to break
the ice at parties. A real hoot,
especially when they wear
'wild' boxers."; "a little tongue
sushi; n. French kissing."

These definitions, along with
the book's instructions on how
to dre ss properly, how to
behave, and generally, how to
live, are mostly inoffensive
rules to live by, but need not be
taken seriously. The book was
written as near-satire, but was
taken by many at the time and
since then as an honest guidebook on how to perfect the
prep persona. And while this is
possible, it would be hard to
take one seriously were they to
take this book entirely seriously.
We had a good laugh with a
lot of the entries ("Eat, Drink,
and Be Exclusive," "The
Politics of Monogramming,"
"Doing Good While Looking
Good: Charities and Charity
Events.") While they may
actually apply to a slim fraction of Trinity's student body,
for the rest of us it is a fun and
freeing way of exploring per·
sonal style. Reading the first
book, anachronisms are evident (where is the etiquette for
texting and e·mail-on·the go?)
and I'm hoping that the updated version will face these
head-on, truly letting prep
continue on in the modern age.
I know I'll be buying a copy on
the first day, probably on my
Kindle (another topic uncovered in the first.)

U>fjere wouIB 1_)0U fji5e 1_)our
~aster

eggs on <tampus?

Tfie Tripod Staff lias fiidden an 'Easter e99 in one of tfiese Cocations. If
you manage to recover tfie e99, brine it to tfie Tripod Office on
:.Monday, .:Apri{ 22 after 12 p.m to receive a prize!

"President Jones'
office."

"Level C of the
library."

Mike Schlesinger
'12

Eliza.beth Levine
'12

"In the cannons ...
so that there ls an
element of danger
Involved."
Verity Sayles '11

"At the bottom of
the pool."

"In the toilet in the
Psi U basement
bathroom."

Ga.by La.fa.vre '13

"In Cave Mary's
register."

Holly Ya.rmosh '11
Kyle Lundberg '13

"Under Bishop
Brownell's robe."

"In Holly
Ya.rmosh's cast."

Allison Macintosh
'13

Kelsey Doran '11

"The bell tower."
Jeff Stuart '12
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Trinity Students Awarded Davis 100 Projects for Peace Grants
continued from page 1
challenge to today's generation
of college students to undertake
innovative and meaningful
projects, and has renewed her
funding of $1 million.
"I want to use my birthday
to once again help young people
launch some initiatives that
will bring new energy and ideas
to the prospects of peace in the
world," said .Davis in a press
release on Trinity's Web site.
"My many years have taught
me that there will always be
conflict. It's part of human
nature. But love, kindness, and
support are also part of human
nature, and my challenge to
these young people is to bring
about a mindset of preparing
for peace instead of preparing
for war."
The first group from Trinity,
whose proposal is "Using
Rainwater to Foster Peace in
Rural Bangalore," will be col·
laborating with the Rainwater
Club, a volunteer-run group
devoted to the cause of making
water accessible to everyone.
The project aims to provide res·
idents in Bangalore, India with
a means of collecting rooftop
rainwater, securing a healthy
source for them.
The project requires several
steps before the three First·

years can travel to India. They
first will work with the RWC to
find an appropriate village in
Bangalore to conduct their proj·
ect. Afterwards they will design
a specific plan for the rainwater
collection system, and contact
radio stations. to see which were
most effective for presenting
their project to the media.
"At the end of July, we will
travel to Bangalore, India and
begin the construction of 25 or
more systems," said the stu·
dents in their proposal. "During
this process we will collect
information on the different villagers we are working with and
why they need clean water, and
what rainwater can do for
them. At the end of August we
will present the information col·
lected, our experiences, and
assess the usefulness of this
system to the public of
Bangalore through the media."
The students believe that
their collection systems will
impact the lives of more than
250 people will be guaranteed
hundreds of gallons of clean
water annually.
The second group's project
proposal is entitled "Promoting
Peace in the Middle East
through Robotics," which hope·
fully be able to "foster an egalitarian environment for peace by
bringing in students from Arab

and Jewish backgrounds and
encouraging them to work
together through the means of
robotics."
The Trinity students will
colaborate
with Associate
Professor in the Department of
Education in Technology and
Science at Technion: Institute of
Technology m Haifa Igor
Verner.
The students and Verner
will be organizing a three-week
robotics camp in Haifa for 32
middle school children from
diverse backgrounds, who will
work in groups of four with a
NXT Mindstorms Lego Kit and
other items needed to work on a
robot. The camp will lead up to
a contest showcased in the Year
of Robotics at the MadaTech·
National Museum of Science. It
is the hope of Khanal and
Poudel that while staying in
Haifa, they will succeed in find·
ing an organization willing to
continue their program in the
future.
"We were very excited to get
the grant," said Khanal, "This
is a new idea and I don't think
anyone has ever done it before,
especially as a peace project. We
are collaborating with people
that have strong relations with
our college and the engineering
department and thus, the
future prospects seem bright."

WAR Zone Residents to Live in Jarvis
Jarvis will be offered in the
housing lottery," Debaun and
ZONE to give the growing popu· Salisbury noted.
Despite the OCL's inten·
lation of students who want to
live in an environment free of tions, numerous students, facul·
the first-hand or second-hand ty, and alumni are upset with
effects of substance or alcohol this decision, believing the
abuse a good place to live and to majority of students will not be
mount
non· alcohol-based able to experience living in
events. The number of students Trinity's newest and arguably
who abstain entirely from alco· nicest dormitory. A Facebook
hol and drugs has increased group titled "Save Jarvis" is ded·
steadily over the past 10 years icated to keeping all of Jarvis
and there are many more stu· open to the housing lottery. The
dents who drink occasionally group, created by current Jarvis
and in small amounts. This is residents "on behalf of current
part of an effort to support and prospective Jarvis residents
Campus Climate goals of diver who are concerned about the
sifying the social life and make decision to make Jarvis dormito·
Trinity a place where students ry a part of the WAR Zone,"
who choose not to use alcohol or encourages members to contact
drugs feel fully at home ," the e· President James F. Jones, Jr.
With more than 775 mem·
mail stated.
Debaun and Salisbury also hers, the group is concerned the
stressed in their e·mail that decision to bring the WAR Zone
only a portion of the Jarvis dor to Jarvis is unfair to WAR Zone
mitory would be reserved for the members and other students
WAR Zone. The remaining alike. The main arguments
rooms of Jarvis will either be against the OCL's decision are
reserved for theme housing or that placing the WAR Zone en
will be a part of the housing lot· route to Vernon Street will not
tery. "Jarvis has 142 beds. allow for a quiet and respectful
Currently, there are less than a environment. Also, since the
third (40) of those residents who Jarvis suites are all connected,
are of legal drinking age. We WAR Zone members could be
have tentatively allocated living across the hall from stu·
approximately 67 beds next year dents who can legally drink in
for the WAR Zone (if they their rooms, thus threatening
receive that many applications). the mission of the WAR Zone.
In response to the public out·
That means that the majority of

continued from page 1

cry against the OCL's decision,
the
Student
Government
Association (SGA) passed a res·
olution formally denouncing
moving the WAR Zone to Jarvis
on Sunday, April 4. Sponsored
by Greg Moniz '11 and Terry
Reilly '12, the resolution states
"the Trinity College Student
Government Association finds
the decision by the Office of
Residential Life to move the
WAR Zone to Jarvis Hall to be
one that was made without con·
sultation with the SGA, current
WAR Zone members, and the
rest of the student body."
The resolution also states
"the assignment of a one of a
kind building with unmatched
and unique structural, cultural,
historical, and architectural significance to a particular group
with a specific interest alienates
the rest of the student body,"
resolving that "the Trinity
College Student Government
Association strongly re com mends that the WAR Zone
should not be moved to Jarvis
Hall."
SGA President Andrew
Grubin summed up the SGA's
opinion on the matter. "The
assignment of a dormitory that
is structurally and historically
unique to any particular group
excludes a number of other stu·
dents from having the opportu·
nity to live there," Grubin said.

COURTESY OF trincoll.edu

Nitin Sajankila '13, Lam Hoang '13, and David Pierce '13 hope to help Bangalore.

COURTESY OF triocoll.edu

Sarchak Khanal '11 and Bi nay Poudel 'l2 aim to help Arab and Jewish relations.

am pus
Safety Report
April 2, 8:55 p.m.

Campus Safety was notified of the theft
of a student's laptop computer from the
second floor of the Library. The student
chased the thief onto Crescent Street
and was able to retrieve the laptop without incident. Campus Safety began an
investigation which led to the positive
identification of the suspect. The suspect
was identified from still photographs
om the Trinity College Surveillance system, the sign-in sheet at the Library
entrance and the account of the victim.
Hartford Police are making attempts to
apprehend the suspect; if they are
unable to make an arrest an arrest warrant will be prepared for Larceny and
Criminal Trespassing charges.
The suspect was identified as Trevor
Morrison, a Broad Street resident.
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Professor Directs Workshop
for Student Writers
ing from good writing for Professor Lloyd
is the way great writing "is always in
motion."
"In great writing, action and descrip·
This past Thursday, Professor Dan
Lloyd of the Philosophy and Neuroscience tion are always entwined," he said. A sense
departments directed a workshop as part of where the paper is going also is key to
of the "Writers on Writing'' series at the great academic writing: "Great writers set
Allen K Smith Center for Writing and up the props that need to be used later on.
Rhetoric. His focus was on "the elements For academic writing, this is the introducof great writing." Professor Lloyd spoke tion," he said.
about his experiences with producing pub·
As for obstacles to great writing, the
lished work, and pressed the 10 students primary issue that Professor Lloyd
present to think about their writing brought up was how he considers the pres·
processes and obstacles to achieving their ent to be "a bad time for academic writ·
ing." "Students are so constrained by
best work.
Professor Lloyd stressed the impor rules, structures, and styles that it's hard
tance of writing "before there is anything to be an academic writer," he said. "Every
on the page." He said, "In very good writ· discipline has its rules, and I don't know
ers, writing is continual. A very good what happens when you try to break the
writer is watching what is going on around form." Professor Lloyd noted that the
her or him at all times." According to greats of writing like Plato and Descartes
Professor Lloyd, constant alertness to worked with new styles and forms, but
one's surroundings allows them to create that current academia leaves little room
vivid description in their writing, whether for experimentation in terms of writing
academic or creative.
forms.
Monday, April 12 will be the next
In terms of literary devices, Professor
Lloyd observed that metaphors are always installment of the series, when Susan
present in great writing, regardless of if it Masino of the Neuroscience and
is creative or academic. He encouraged Psychology departments runs her workthe use of descriptive language in essays, shop "Why Writing is a Labor of Love."
and for students to recognize that lan· The final workshop of the semester will be
guage from poetry can be particularly cap· held on Wednesday, April 21, when
tivating when used in academic writing. Andrew Flibbert of the Political Science
He also spoke about the "resonance [of department presents his lecture "Writing
writing] with the act of reading itself," and and the Politics of Danger."
the way reading great writing helps to pro·
[Editor's Note: Alexander White is a
member of the Allen K Smith Center for
duce great writing.
One feature that separates great writ· Writing and Rhetoric]
ALEXANDER WHITE '12

Snoop Dogg, Mickey Avalon, &
LMFAO Officially Announced
continued from page 1

NEWS WRIIBR

album "Doggystyle" in 1993. The album
debuted at number one on the Billboard
200 chart and sold 802,858 copies in its
first week.
In· 1998, Snoop Dogg signed with
Master P's record label, No Limits
Records, and released "Da .Game Is to
Be Sold, Not to Be Told." Later signing
with Priority/Capitol/EM! Records in
2002 and Geffen Records/Star Trak
Entertainment in 2004, Snoop Dogg
released numerous more albums which
included hit songs such as "Drop it Like
it's Hot," "Groupie Luv," "Go to Church,"
"Real Talk," and "Sexual Eruption."
In 2009, Snoop Dogg was appointed
to an executive position at Priority
Records and released his 10th album,
"Malice n Wonderland," which debuted
number 23 on the Billboard 200 and the
first single from the album, "Gangsta
Luv" reached number 35 on the
Billboard Hot 100.
In addition to his musical career,
Snoop Dogg is also well known for his
reality television show, "Snoop Dogg's
Father Hood," on the E! Network. The
show follows Snoop Dogg and his family
through their everyday trial and tribu "" v \J l 'I ft \..

lations (see Zach Sonenshine's opinions
article on page six for more information
on Snoop's television show).
Mickey Avalon, born Yeshe Perl in
1975 in Hollywood, Calif. will be open·
ing for Snoop Dogg at the Spring
Weekend concert. Avalon's extremely
difficult childhood and adolescence have
given him inspiration for his raps.
Rapping mostly about his drug addic·
tion and experience as a male prostitute, Avalon broke into the music world
when his friend, ex-MTV VJ Simon Rex
encouraged his to pursue hip-hop .
Avalon, Rex and two others formed a
rap group , Dyslexic Speedreaders.
Despite Internet success, the group
eventually broke up.
Avalon released a self-titled solo
album in Nov. of 2006 under Shoot to
Kill Records in collaboration with
Myspace music. Best known for his sin·
gles "My Dick," "Jane Fonda," and
"What Do You Say," Avalon's music has
been featured in Harold and Kumar
Escape from Guantanamo Bay, The
Hangover, "Entourage," and I Hope
They Serve Beer in Hell.
Avalon has also collaborated with
Blink-182, Travis Barker, Young Jeezy,
and Jermaine Dupree.

rl1te Gavek _SGA This -Week

This Week the SGA has
... Passed a resolution authorizing the funding
for and implementation of a Trinity Bike Share
Program. Twenty bikes, locks, helmets, and
bike racks will soon be acquired. We are interested in accepting any old/used bikes as a
donation to be used in the program! Please
contact pratheek.kalyanapu@trincoll.edu if you
wish to donate a bike.

COURTESY OF babble.com

COURTESY OF einsteinmusicjournal.com

Snoop Dogg will be headlining this Spring Weekend.

Mickey Avalon is one of this year's concert openers.

THE SWEDISH PROGRAM
STOCKHOLM UNIVERSITY

... Passed a resolution strongly recommending
that the WAR Zone not be moved into Jarvis
Hall.
... Passed a resolution strongly recommending
that the College make five reforms to the
Trinity Honor Council, including greatly reducing the number of students who serve in an
academic year, and a new appeal process for
students who receive censure without the
chance of receiving a harsher punishment during the course of the appeal.

STUDY

ABROAD IN

ENGLISH

EAR.LY ADMISSION PRIOR. TO JVN'E 1, 2010
COURSES IN SOCIOLOGY, FILM, PUBLIC POLICY,
LITERATURE, PSYCHOLOGY, ECONOMICS,
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES, HISTORY-AMONG OTHERS.
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DARTFORD POlICE UPDATE
April 1:
22-year-old man was injured in a shooting on Broad St.
but is in stable condition at Hartford Hospital. The man
was shot twice outside of 597 Broad St. and taken to the
hospital in a private vehicle. Hospital employees called
police at 10:20 p.m. but officers found no evidence.

April 3:
The westbound Sisson Avenue ramp to I-84 was temorarily closed just after 5 p.m. after a car being chased b
police crashed. The drive of the car had robbed a gas station in Glastonbury, Conn., and possibly had carjacked I
nother vehicle in East Hartford before crashing. Hartfor
Police have the man in custody.

April 5:
After a fight in a building at 170 Seymour St. building
on Sunday night, four people were taken to Hartford
Hospital with stab wounds. None of the individuals'
identities were released, but Hartford Police say that
none of them had life-threatening injuries. The inciden
was due to "an ongoing issue between neighbors" in th
building, according to Sgt. Christene Mertes. Hartford
Police have arrested 21-year-old Alex Torres and
charged him with four counts of first-degree assault.

Think Summer, Think Fordham!
• Day/evening classes

Request a bufletln • Apply online

fordham.edu/summer or can (888) 411-GRAO

e\
FORDHAM
~~
.a~

lntercollegiatC
Update

at 1wo New York City campuses • Credits transfer easily

• Competitive tuition rates • Comprehensive course selection

'l

News In Brief
Perez Trial Expected to Begin

Third Deadly Earthquake Hits

The last motions filed by Hartford
Mayor Eddie Perez's defense lawyer in his
bribery and extortion case are scheduled to
be heard in Superior Court on Tuesday,
April 6. Next Monday, April 12, jury selection will begin. Perez was arrested in
January of last year and charged with
bribery, tampering with evidence, and conspiracy to tamper with evidence in connection with work done at his home by a city
contractor.

On Sunday, April 4, at 3:40 p.m. a 7.2
magnitude earthquake struck northwest
Mexico's Baja California and affected
Arizona and southern California. In
Mexico, at least two were left dead and 100
injured. In California and Arizona there
were no immediate reports of injuries and
only limited reports of damages. Mexicali,
the capital of Mexico's Baja California state,
lost power after was is reported as being the
largest quake in the area since 1992.

UK Kissing Couple Imprisoned

Woman Crashes, Gets Hair Done

University of Rhode Island

University of Connecticut

Classes were cancelled at the
University of Rhode Island for two
days due to a storm on March 30.
Several buildings, including some
dormitories, were flooded and the
campus experienced significant erosion. Repairs will be made within the
next few weeks and the University
plans to improve its drainage system.

UConn's Tau Kappa Epsilon fra·
temity raised over $7,000 for autism
spectrum disorders at their Autism
Speaks 5k Run/Walk on Saturday,
pril 3. Autism SpeaksU is a program
designed to connect college campuses
with the autism community. Since its
creation, the 5k Run/Walk has raised
over $550,000.

Swarthmore College

Wesleyan University

After this year, Hallowell will no
longer be a smoking dorm. Currently
the only smoking dorm available to
First-year students, a recent survey
showed that most students wanted to
no longer allow smoking within the
building. The Administration hinted
that this could be a step towards
becoming a non-smoking campus.

A manhole at Wesleyan currently
has a geyser of steam billowing out o
it. The administration has explained
that the steam is "flash" vapor, which
occurs when water comes into contact
with the hot surfaces in the manhole.
No repairs have been scheduled,
because they would require a campuswide steam shutdown.

British couple Ayman Najafi and
Charlotte Adams - both in their 20s were convicted of kissing in a restaurant
have been sentenced to one-month in
prison in Dubai. An Emirati woman complained about the couple's public kiss,
which they insist was just a peck on the
cheek, and the two were arrested. An
appeals court upheld their conviction, the
jail time, and a fine of 1,000 dirhams each.

Marion Zock, an 82-year-old woman
from Plainfield Township, Mich., was
parking her car outside of Classic Hair
Design when she stepped on the acceler·
ator instead of the brake and crashed
through the front window. Two people
were slightly injured, including an
employee. After the car was removed,
Zock stuck around in order to fill her
hair appointment.

Bowdoin College

University of Massachusetts

Over 100 Chinese Miners Freed

Australia Rushes to Contain Spill

On Monday, April 5, a Best Buy
annex arrived in the College Store.
The annex will carry a subset of
Best Buy's inventory determined
entirely by student demand. This
new annex is a product of a collaboration between the College and a
seven-month-old entrepreneurial
incubation group within the Best
Buy Company.

On Sunday evening, April 4, a student was found dead in the Coolidge
Hall high-rise tower. Although the
University confirmed the death, neither they nor the UMass Police have
disclosed any further details. This
death comes exactly two years to the
day
after
20-year-old
Liam
O'Donnelly juped from a 17th-floor
window in the same residential area.

At least 115 miners were rescued
from a flooded coal mine in northern
China after being trapped for over a
week. The men only had tree bark to eat
for survival, and the rescue has prompted officials to claim their survival "a miracle." Of the 153 initially trapped there
still are 38 miners trapped in the mine,
yet rescuers expressed confidence that
they will be saved.

A coal ·carrying ship grounded on
Australia's Great Barrier Reef on Monday,
April 5, damaging the fragile coral. Two
tugboats were sent out to stabilize the vessel so that it would not cause more damage.
Two tons of oil were spilled from the 1,000
tons of fuel on board the ship, creating a
100-yard slick that stretches for two miles.
A bloom will be put around the ship on
Tuesday to contain the leaking oil.
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REBECCA LEVY '12,
MOLLY COHEN '12,
& SEAN SNYDER '13
TRIPOD CO TRIBUTORS

This spring break, 15 Trinity stu ·
dents accompanied by Hillel Director
Lisa Kassow and Cantor Mijal Lacher
spent their vacation doing something a
little different. Instead of sleeping at
home or relaxing on the beach, we were
in Montevideo, Uruguay on Hillel
International's Alternative Spring
Break doing various forms of communi·
ty service along with students from
University of Illinois and Wellesley
College. Activities included interacting
with kids at a soup kitchen created by a
local couple in a shanty town, building
houses with an NGO called "Un Techo
Para Mi Pais" (A Roof for My Country),
painting the interior of a battered
women's shelter, and making Passover
packages of food for poor J ewish fami·
lies and the elderly at Chabad, the
Lubavitch Jewish Center. As we partic·
ipated in these activities, we had many
reflection sessions about our experi·
ences facilitated by the staff of Hillel
Uruguay, which, as the only Hillel in
the country, operates like a Jewish com·
munity center for 17 to 30-year-olds.
Our final day involved site-seeing and
exploring the Old City, visiting the
Holocaust Memorial, and attending
Shabbat services at either an orthodox
or conservative synagogue.

I

For Rebecca Levy '12, the most pow·
erful experience was working with "Un
Techo Para Mi Pais" and building a
transitional house for a family living in
a shantytown. It really opened my eyes
to the realities of the rest of the world
and made me appreciate how lucky I
am to live in the U.S. and go to Trinity
College. This family was all smiles and
had a positive outlook on life as we built
a house for them that did not have elec·
tricity or plumbing - just four plain
wood walls and a cement floor. For peo·
ple who have nothing, they were cheerful, kind and generous, cooking food for
us throughout the days we worked
there. This was my first major commu·
nity service experience, and it was
incredibly inspiring. - Rebecca Levy
'12
Sean-Snyder adds:
The organization has been in
Uruguay for six years and has built
more than 1200 homes. Our group split
into three teams and over the course of
two days, with nine hours of manual
labor each day, we built three transi·
tional homes. Although we tired and
waned under the sun, there was a

Jake Prosnit '12 on the basketball court.

-I

ALL PHOTOS COURTESY OF LISA KASSOW

C hild with nails as toys.

Male bo nding at the soup kitchen.

HILLEL ALTERNATIVE SPRING
BREAK IN URUGUAY
stronger force pushing us to continue to
work the bond we developed with our
individual families. We sweated togeth·
er, laughed together, and shared Mate
(a traditional herbal drink of the area
which, when shared together, repre·
sents a growing friendship) . The fami·
lies lacked many of the material goods
that Americans believe they cannot live
without, and yet they were still happy
because they are still truly in touch
with what is important to them, their
ties to their families and communities.
When we had finished the homes and
saw how thankful they were, we too
began to realize what truly is important
to us in our lives. That was the greatest
gift they could have ever given us.
Molly Cohen:
The experience that had the great·
est impact on me was our visit to the
soup kitchen in the shanty town to play
with children. I was amazed at the gen·
erosity of the couple who began the
soup kitchen, who used their own
resources to provide local children with
daily meals, a safe place to come to and
help with their homework; all things
that most of these children were unable
to get from their families or caretakers,
if they had any. Around sixty or seven·
ty children came after their school day

Josh Altschuler ' 13 and a young friend.

and we were able to interact and play
with them. These children, who have to
face a struggle everyday to survive,
were bursting with energy and enthusi·
asm. Despite the language barrier,
almost everyone in our group was able
to connect with at least one child. As I
looked around, I saw my peers doing art
projects, playing basketball, blowing
bubbles, dancing, and simply sitting
and talking with the children. It was
easy to notice the excitement in both
the children and the students. I began
talking with a young boy who wanted to
do an art project that he found on the
back of one of the construction paper
covers, and I helped him make it. He
was so happy and appreciative that
when we finished the project he handed
it to me and told me to keep it. It was a
really heartwarming experience, and
made me realize the impact that a sin·
gle person can have on a child. I think
that overall our visit made an impres·
sion upon the children and brightened
their day, which for all we know could
have ended up in a broken home or no
home at all. I also think that the visit
had an impact upon our group, because
the first thing most of us said when we
got on the bus to leave was that we
wanted to go back. It made me acutely
aware of the effect that poverty has
upon children, and the degree of nurturing that children need that is not
being met around the world. Even if it
begins with something small, one person can make a difference. The two peo·
ple who began the soup kitchen are perfect examples of normal people working
for the benefit of others, and how signif·
icantly they have changed these chil·
dren's lives.
Sean Snyder:
On our final day of volunteering we
visited a battered women's shelter
called Puerto. Upon arrival we learned
how the shelters help the women and
their children. Currently the shelters
house many abused mothers and
approximately 200 children. Women
can stay at a shelter for up to a year.
The shelters help the women realize
that they do not deserve the abuse they
receive and that they have the power to
provide for themselves and their chil·
dren. There are only five shelters in the
entire country, which are all located in

Montevideo. Even if a mother and her
children need help, it is often difficult
for them to leave their friends and faro·
ilies to come live in the city. Demand
far outweighs available space and
many women are turned away. With
these shelters however, many women in
Uruguay are helped to live abuse free
lives.
Our job was to paint the interiors of
two different shelters. Some of the
women and even some of their children
worked together with us to beautify
their temporary homes. The project did
not take long, but even with our few
hours together we could tell the women
and their children w~re pleased with
the work we had done. In my heart I
believe that even with the simple act of
painting a room, it will help these bro·
ken families feel more at home.
Rebecca Levy:
I would say that my most memo·
rable experience of the trip, however,
was attending Shabbat services at the
conservative synagogue on Friday
night. Here we are, this group of people
who speak different languages and may
have trouble communicating because of
that, but we all sing the same familiar
prayers and melodies, believe in the
same things, and have a common Ian·
guage in Judaism. It was amazing to
look around and just see this group of
Jews, praying together and singing
together as one entity even though we
all have different backgrounds. There
were various points in the service
where tears came to my eyes, and it
was just mind blowing.
Lisa Kassow adds:
In the Jewish text of Pirkei Avot,
Ethics of the Fathers, which transmits
moral and ethical advice and insights of
leading rabbinic scholars of the ancient
world, my favorite line is: "It is not your
responsibility to finish the work [of
tikkun olam, perfecting the world], but
you are not free to desist from it." To
me, that sums up our whole adventure.
We knew that what we could accom·
plish in a week was a drop in the buck·
et when faced with such overwhelming
poverty, but we opened our hearts to
strangers and made a genuine difference in the lives of individuals we will
never forget.

FEATURES
The Trinity Tripod

Umoja House Offers All Trinity Students Second ·''Home''
CANDACE SIMPSON '12
FEATURES CONTIUBUTOR

This weekend marked the celebra tion of the Umoja House's 40th anniversary. The festivities included current
student and alumni speakers, a tour of
the house, a dinner at Vernon Social
Center, and a mixer sponsored by the
Trinity College Black Women's
Organization (TCBWO).
If you have never been to the Umoja
House, it may be hard to conceive of a
house that deserves such recognition.
While I could speak about the history of
the House, I find it more relevant to
explain what the house means to me as
its caretaker. The Umoja House is more
than just a house. For the past eight
months of my life, the House has been a
refuge from the loud and distracting
dorm life from Thursday to Saturday
nights, it has been my hang out spot
with friends and classmates, it has
been my alternative party scene, it has

been my cozy nap hideout, and. it has
been the place in which homework can
get done without distraction. But most
importantly, the House has become a
second home. In college, it can become
quite easy to say "I'm on my way back
to my room" when off-campus, but very
rarely does one say, "I'm on my way
back home." Although I will always
have only one home (in the concrete
jungle where dreams are made of, of
course), after living in Umoja for almost
a full academic year, I have to admit
that there have been times when I have
slipped and referred to it as my "home."
I don't believe this is an accident.
Umoja is located at 72 Vernon St.,
right next to Campus Safety and across
the street from our good neighbors La
Voz Latina and AASA. Umoja's presence on Vernon Street has provided a
unique contrast, in that alcohol is never
served and everyone is welcome at all
times. If an individual wishes to have
access to the first floor and the library,

Maggie Nolan '13 at the soup kitchen.

he or she may contact me to get his or
her personal access code entered into
the House. This is one of the most beautiful ideas about the house. When your
code is entered into the front door, you
feel like it belongs to you. And it does.
The House is an enormous asset for
which I am grateful. Events, such as
Campus Night In, or the recent Men Of
Color Alliance's Hartford Studies
Project can be hosted at Umoja free of
charge . Having this resource has
enabled several groups on campus to
strengthen the consistency and quality
of their events.
On a smaller scale, Umoja has provided students with immeasurable
opportunities. There are a few students
that I doubt spend time anywhere else;
they are always in the library or on the
first floor watching TV. The opportunity
to find comfort on campus, given the
natural feelings of homesickness, is one
that must be cherished. I will never forget how welcome I felt during the first

week of my freshman year. The cultural
house coordinator of that time, Jamila
Lee '10, a few P.R.I.D.E. leaders, and
several other upperclassmen invited
First-years to the house to play spades.
It was in this gathering that I met several of my current friends . To be fair, it
was the people, in addition to the space,
that made this night so memorable.
When I leave Umoja in May as its
cultural house coordinator, it will be
bittersweet. I will miss baking birthday
cakes with my First-year friends, and
with the Trinity College Gospel Choir, I
will miss having people over to watch
movies for class, and I will certainly
miss the conversations I've had in the
library with students trying to finish
Philosophy papers. But most of all, I
will miss the times when I could suggest, "Umoja could host [insert tentative event name herel." Still, I know
that when I move back into communal
dorms next year, I won't have to "miss"
anything. Umoja belongs to us all.

Mijael Lacher with children at the soup kitchen.

Molly Cohen '12 and fellow builder.

More
Pictures from
Hillel's
Alternative
Spring Break
to Uruguay
Little Girl in the shanty town and her playmate.

Molly Cohen '12 at the soup kitchen.

.l

all pictures courtesy of
Lisa Kassow

Trinity students up to their elbows in raw chicken at Chabad.

Sarah Reingold '12 and Marcus Sopher ' 11 work with resident of a new home.

Abby Himmelrich '12 at the soup kitchen .
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An Insider's Take on the Media's Distortion of Events in Nigeria
J.J. HALL '09
TRIPODFOREIG

CORRESPONDENT

We all know to take any news with
a grain of salt, but to what extent can
we really trust the media to provide
us with an accurate description of
events? I've been in Nigeria since
October 2009 and I've followed its
international coverage as issues and
tensions here have risen. The things
I've noticed the most however, have
been the poor choice of informants,
ethnocentric framing of Nigeria and
its people, lack of fact checking, and
the general omission of key informa tion in reports published by major
international media corporations,
especially The New York Times
(NYT), CNN, and the BBC.
Last month CNN's Christiane
Amanpour hosted interviews with
Nigerian politicians and activists to
field different opinions on the cause of
the violence that erupted in Jos earlier this year. Amongst those interviewed were Olusegun Obasanjo,
Nigeria's former military leader and
former civilian president.
Serious
speculation has been directed at
Obasanjo's human rights record during his terms, including the death of
women's rights activist Funmilayo
Kuti. Since his departure from the
presidency Obasanjo has remained a
major stakeholder in Nigerian politics. Why someone that so overtly
held a political investment in the outcome of the violence, not to mention a
spotty human rights record, was invited to give his opinion on violence and
human rights violations escapes me.
Earlier this year the BBC published an article by Andrew Walker
titled, "'Blood Oil' Dripping from

Nigeria," about the clandestine operations of oil exporters that were steal·
ing crude oil from the Niger Delta.
Throughout the article, Mr. Walker
evoked imagery akin to Joseph
Conrad's highly racist work Hea1·t of
Darkness when describing the illicit
trade of petroleum in southern
Nigeria, including the use of rebel militants and the roles of the military as
well as local, traditional, and government leaders in facilitating, if not
planning, the illegal movement of
petroleum; in truth, this is anything
but a secret in Nigeria, much less the
outlying West-African countries.
However, the ignorance of the article is best demonstrated in his final
line, "It is into this chaotic shadow
world that the UK is about to commit
itself." Ethnocentric and absolutely
inaccurate, it has been the UK and
other nations that make use of the
nation's crude oil and poorly regulated
banking system that have committed
and continue to commit Nigeria to its
current circumstance.
The NYT makes considerably
smaller but more frequent errors
including posting links to articles
about the coup in "Nigeria" when the
actual coup occurred in neighboring
Niger, inaccurately describing regional/ethnic tensions, and even giving the
incorrect location and name of the
nation's capital.
There's not much point in making
these kinds of complaints without
offering more accurate details and
context to complement the reports.
First, there has been a continuing
breakdown of the rule of law and
accountability in different areas, espe·
cially northern Nigeria where the pro·
Sharia militant group, Boko Haram,

has been fighting the central govern·
ment's police stationed there and
where the police have responded with
public extrajudicial executions. This
lack of accountability for enforcement
officials extends across the country;
just three weeks ago a Lagos traffic
warden pulled a bus driver from his
bus and beat him to death in front of
his daughter, passengers, and on-lookers. However, after inquiries were
filed , the LASTMA (Lagos State
Traffic Management Authority) head
office denied any reports of this event.
Second, there has been a fairly outstanding omission of facts and context
from international reporting on the
violence around J os, especially as the
death toll reached well above 850
since January. These facts include
that some of the attackers stated they
had been paid to participate in the
violence by independent sponsors,
that the attackers used strategic entry
points to enter villages, and that it
took the military and police over two
hours to mobilize after being made
aware of the attacks, even though
they were supposed to be in the area
enforcing a curfew following the first
major wave of violence in January this
year. The governor of Plateau State
even went as far as issuing a state ·
ment accusing the military of complicity in the March attacks that left over
500 dead; in one of the most recent
waves of violence in which thirteen
women and children were killed, some
of the attackers were even wearing
uniforms that resembled that of the
military.
Finally, what is so often termed
ethnic or religious violence is normally anything but that. Creating an
image of two highly polarized (not to

mention highly essentialized) sides,
pitted against each other in a struggle
over ideology makes it easier for the
media to explain and for the reader to
digest horrible acts of violence. The
reality is that ideological differences
have been the major tools of the domi·
nant political parties in Nigeria, and
violent conflict has often been the
result. However, this is not the entire
story.
The most egregious piece of historical context left out of most articles is
the role that international interven·
tion and colonial rule have had in
causing ethnic/religious conflict and
breakdown of the rule of law. Nigeria
is not some dark country of terrorists,
scammers, and thieves unable to pro·
tect its own people. Its circumstance
is the result of policies written and
boundaries drawn during colonialism
and carried over in this world of globalized trade and unsustainable
resource needs, all reinforced by the
international perception of the nation.
The control of information and the
construction of knowledge about peo·
ple, places, and events is the primary
impetus in international politics, aid,
and action. To whatever extent we are
given the freedom to interpret the
information that comes to us, as well
as the duty to do so before we act,
there is a much greater responsibility
placed on those that act with the
intent to inform us, and do so with the
knowledge of how far that reach will
extend. So long as reports in popular
media omit facts, skew stories, and
offer up news that's more easily swal·
lowed by loyal readers and listeners,
the events in other areas of the world
will continue to seem like nothing but
a distant sense of random menace.

A Junior's Guide to Choosing Classes Wisely
little you may want to listen, they have
most likely been a college professor
longer that you have been a college stuIt's springtime at Trin! Time to lay dent, so it might do you some good.
about the quad, break out the seersuck·
Second, find out which classes you
er, start the weekend early, cheer on the must take. Do you have a lot of pre-req·
baseball team, and . . . talk to your uisites for your major(s)? Tons of distri·
adviser.
bution requirements left? Take them
That's right, the semester is wrap· earlier rather than later. Remember,
ping up, and we all need to start plan· the buddy system works best for classning what we'll be spending our time es you are dreading. Whether you are
doing on campus come fall. While it can an art history major who can't calculate
(sometimes) seem amusing to tell the tips without your phone, or you're an
story of how you were completely illiterate math major, it is best to take
unprepared, slept through
these required classes with
It might be a
your time slot, and would
someone else. Speaking as
better idea to
end up taking classes like,
a second-semester junior
"The Nothingness That
plan ahead [... ]
who will need to take math
Occurred in Europe 800all
alone next year, I
at $104.00 per
1100" or "Everything That
strongly urge you to find
class period, it
You Wanted To Know About
someone to go ahead and
seems like
Vertebrate Animals That
struggle through a class
Will Be Completely Useless
with you. No one wants to
preparation
After Your Exam'', it might
be
crying about statistics
might be a good
be a better idea to plan
alone.
investment.
ahead, get the classes you
Another note about
need and want, and end up actually lik- required classes: find the best profes·
ing what you're learning. Novel idea, r " sors available! Ratemyprofessors.com is
know, but at $104.00 per class period, it there for a reason. You are allowed to
seems like this preparation might be a use it, and quite frankly, it would be a
good investment.
bad idea not to. While you're on the
First of all, meet with your advisor. Web site, do your peers a favor, and
I know, some of us are more awkward write something about your current
with professors than others and we professors. There are a lot who don't
don't like to have that whole buddy- have recent posts from the last five
buddy relationship with them. But years. Old people can change too, you
guess what? We go to a small school know.
where we're supposed to be friends with
Find at least one fun class to take.
the faculty. So suck it up and make sure Yes, in a perfect world, all of your classthey take off your hold. While you're at es are fun. However, in reality, there
it, see if they have any suggestions of are a lot that are not only hard but
courses you should take. No matter how painful. Take a class that is not for any
KAI PAINE '11

TRIPOD FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT

sort of requirement, but stands out just
because it interests you. Not only will
you be enjoying yourself, knowing that
it is not for your major will take the
academic pressure off a little. However,
I have seen far too many friends take
"random" and "fun"classes on a whim,
thinking they're going to be great just
from their title and halfway through
the semester, it is the hardest, worst
class they're taking. This only adds
frustration and subtracts from a good
GPA. So, unless you're taking one of
those Trinity all-star classes, Ci.e.
History of Baseball), do a little background research first.
Lastly, know your lifestyle and
assume that it won't change a whole lot
in the course of a summer. If you have
never been someone who is awake
between 4:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m.,
chances are that having 3:00 a.m.
EnviSci isn't goil}-g to change that. If
you get bored by long lectures, find
labs, music classes, or other ways of
getting credit, like finding an intern·
ship. If next semester you plan to play
two sports, run a Vernon-Allen house,
tutor at the Hartford Magnet Middle
School, rush a sorority, start your own
business as a side hobby, taking more
than 4 classes wouldn't seem to be a
prudent move, unless the following
semester you plan to be abroad in a
psychiatric ward (I hear there's no lan·
guage requirement!). Take classes that
will allow you to live your life the way
you want to. You're in college, after all,
you have freedom now.
And remember, if you plan all this
out now, there will be more time for
relaxing au soleil later.
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Paris Festival Explores Money, Class, French Cinema

ELIZABETH AGRESTA '11
MA AGING EDITOR

It's like clockwork: as spring comes,
the annual April in Paris film festival is
sure to follow. The festival- a collaboration originally conceived by Professor
Emerita of French Language and
Literature Sonia Lee between the
Language and Culture Studies department, the English department, and
Cinestudio - is in its 11th year. This
year's theme is "La Regle du Jeu: Money
and Class in French Cinema," after a
Jean Renoir film of the same name,
which translates to "The Rules of the
Game." Each of the nine films to be
shown deal with the consequences of
characters trying to break free from the
social order constructed within each film.
The film festival will kick off with a

Sunday matinee showing of Marcel
L'Herbier's L'Argent (1929), a silent film
with musical accompaniment by Patrick
Miller of the Hartt School at University
of Hartford, on April 11 at 2 p.m. The film
is an adaptation of Emile Zola's novel of
the same name, which follows the
exploits of French businessman Aristide
Saccard and the effects of his stock market speculation on French citizens of all
social classes. A reception hosted by the
Alliance Frarn;aise de Hartford, with
refreshments from La Petite France
Bakery will take place at intermission
(tentatively scheduled for 3 p.m.). The
second film shown on April 11 will be the
title film of the festival, Renoir's La Regle
du Jeu (1939). One of the auteur's finest
films, it depicts characters dealing with a
crumbling social order during a weekend
away in the country. Assistant Professor

Friends From Frog Hollow, An
Intimate Biography of Hartford
JOHN DOWNES-ANGUS '10

John: What's your name and age?
Tiara: I'm Tiara Morgan and I'm 52
years old.
John: Can you describe your hometown
for me?
Tiara: Hartford Connecticut. I live right
here on 144 New Britain Avenue. I've
been living here 16 years. And I love this
area, this is Trinity area.
John: Growing up, what were your
dreams?
Tiara: My dreams were to go to college
and become a nurse.
John: What was your first experience
with death?
Tiara: With death? Wow. That had to be
my grandma. That was a sad occasion. I
took that very hard. Because there were
only two of us in my family, so I was kind
of spoiled growing up. So it affected me a
lot when my grandma died.
John: What does love mean to you?
Tiara: Love? Love to me means: Say if
you're having a problem and you're feeling down and out, you have to have that

evening showing of the Surrealist spectacle Le charme discret de la bourgeoisie
(Luis Bufiuel, 1972). The film satirizes a
gathering of friends who are interrupted
by their own idiosyncrasies while
attempting to enjoy a dinner together.
The final day of the festival,
Saturday, April 1 7, will feature two films.
There will be a 2 p.m. matinee showing
of French auteur Fram;ois Truffaut's
L'Argent de poche (1976), his only film
set entirely in the realm of childhood.
Truffaut's use of non-professional child
actors adds an element of unscripted
realism to the film. The 8 p.m. closing
presentation will be the Connecticut premiere of Canadian director Olivier
Asselin's Un Capitalisme Sentimental
(2008). The film is a fictionalized tragicomic autobiography of Fernande
Bouvier (Lucille Fluet), a young woman
who is turned into a commodity by an
American
businessman
(John
Malkovich) who believes he can sell anything. A reception and meet-and-greet
with Asselin will take place before the
film from 7 - 8 p.m.

Spring Season Starts On Major
Chord With Live Mill Concert

STAFF WRITER

Trinity students and professors: we
need to get to know our neighbors. Get
your noses out of your books. Rip your
eyes away from the screens. Just listen to
what our neighbors have to say.
I would like to begin a heartfelt, honest dialogue with our neighbors from
Frog Hollow. This is not political, this is
not academic. We need only serious,
human discussions. In order to get to
know a person, I think, you have to be
willing to hear what they have to say
about matters of life and death. So I have
decided to seek out some of our neighbors
who would like to talk to us about these
matters.
Last Sunday night, April 4, I had a
chat with one of our neighbors, Tiara. I
met Tiara outside Sam's, on New Britain
Avenue, and asked her if she would be
willing to answer a few questions for the
Tripod about life, love, and death. If you
see Tiara (pictured with me) say hello.
Trust me: she'll talk. Here's our conversation:

of English J. Prakash Younger will introduce the film and lead a discussion after
ward.
One film will be shown each night at
7:30 p.m. from Monday, April 12 to
Friday, April 16. Stavisky (1974), directed by Alain Renais and featuring New
Wave film star Jean-Paul Belmondo as
the title con man, with a score by
Broadway composer Stephen Sondheim,
will play on Monday. Tuesday, Cinestudio
will show Le Dernier Maquis (Rabah
Ameur-Zaimeche, 2008), a glimpse into
multiculturalism in a Paris suburb.
Professor Lee will introduce Wednesday's
film, La Graine et le Mulet (2007), Abdel
Kechiche's portrait of a man and his
desire to open up his own couscous
restaurant. Thursday's film will be
Costo-Gavras' Z (1969), the harrowing
tale of a state official attempting to find
the perpetrator of a murder in the police
state he works for. First-year faculty
member and Assistant Professor of
French Language and Culture Studies
Sara Kippur will introduce the film. The
school week will end with a Friday

continued from page 1

COURTESY OF JOHN DOWNES-ANGUS '1 1

John Downes-Angus interviews Hartford residents.

other person, that other spouse to help
you get through what you're going
though. I think that's what love is all
about-when you have that other person
there when you're not feeling loved and
you have that person there to help you
out for that day, for that moment. That's
what love is to me.
John: What is the most important life
lesson you've learned?
Tiara: Not doing what I was supposed to
do. Because I had three kids and I put my
marriage and my kids ahead of what I
wanted to do in life. And if I had to do it
all over again, I would do me first.
John: How would you define a good
neighbor?
Tiara: A good neighbor is: Ifwe got a diabetic person out there [she points across
New Britain, to her home] that can't get
up, which was my son, and our neighbor
came out to help him up, and the ambulance came to pick him up - that's a good
neighbor right there. Someone who
helped my son when he had a diabetic
attack.

favorite was their song "Daisy," which
felt like an indie anthem. As their Web
site says, their style was one that
encouraged "everybody clapping" - a
crowd-gripping use of musical energy.
Brahms came next. Their lead
singer, Cale Parks, performed at The
Mill last semester, when he opened for
the outdoor RJD2 concert. I asked
some fans how they felt about Brahms'
performance, and they said it was an
"upbeat, yet mellow mix of bass and
synthesizers." One of the most compelling elements of their performance
was how the songs developed. Cale
Parks developed electronic beats that
sounded pre-recorded but were not. He
layered different electronic sounds as
the song began, eventually blasting a
coherent beat into the crowds' ears.
This demonstrated to me a positive
use of electronica, a kind of response to
the traditionalists who consider electronically created beats an end to
musical performance. This band made
these "synthetic" noises an actual element of their instrumental repertoire.
After Brahms' performance, the
band said that this evening had been
one of their favorite shows. They said

they were not used to being headliners, and that Trinity's response to
their music was inspiring.
Finally, Sleigh Bells took the stage.
The lead singer, Alexis, said that she
"fed off the energy of the crowd." I, too,
fed off this energy. Never have I seen
Trinity students coming together for a
live music event in such perfect, rhythmic, driven excitement. I was amazed
that the floor did not collapse, the
energy was so powerful. Alexis'
screams during "Crown on the Crowd"
pierced my ears, and I still craved
more. Their music was like a terrifying
blend of a beautiful lullaby and heavy
metal.
I spoke with the band's guitarist
after the show, and he said that he
would come back to The Mill in a
"heartbeat." He, like the two bands
that preceded him, seemed extremely
excited to perform for such an amazing
Trinity crowd.
I say this with confidence:
Everyone - bands and students alike
- had a wonderful time Saturday
night. I look forward to the next show,
to the next blast of contemporary
sound, to the next time I get to see
Trinity's campus coming together to
celebrate music.

John: Thank you so much.
Tiara: Thank you.
*Author's note: This will not be my
section, friends. This is obviously only a
start, and I think that with practice and
with a few procedural adjustments, we
can get more thorough responses - we
can really let our neighbors tell us about
their lives. We have to keep this going. If
you'd like to try one of these interviews,
or if you'd like to help develop this project
in any way, send me an e-mail at ·
CHASE CAlLLOUTTE I Pl !OTO CO TRIBUTOR
Exuding musical engergy, Fang Island ignites the concert and sets the stage for a memorable evening.
John.DownesAngus@trincoll.edu
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The Ho le We' re In Pits Faith Against Finances
BANTAM BOOK REVIEW
WEEKLY FEATURE

BENJAMIN PATE '11
ARTS EDITOR

COURTESY OF fancasticfiction.co.uk

tri Pod tMini
CHAPEL SINGERS
It's a collective, so we all like them:
"Magnificat" by Dyson
"Rejoice in the Lamb" by Benjamin
Britten
"O Gracious Light 1n C major" "Neath the
Elms"
"Silent Night" by Robert Edward Smith
"Ye watchers and ye holy ones"
Hymn 379, and 618 in the 1982 Hymnal
"St. Denio"
The Eyes of All WaitUupon Thee"
"God is Love"
"C is for cookie," by Cookie Monster,
because they're good enough to eat.
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"I mean, they're still, like, middle
class," insists Vincent Pomeroy, in a
moment of instructive insecurity. The
Hole We'.re In is a family portrait of the
"normal" issues - credit card debt, family
politics, the corrosion of faith, and the
fatality of socio-economic circumstance.
That these conflicts are all around us,
almost given encounters in our daily
experiences, can desensitize us to their
human dimension and social urgency.
Gabrielle Zevin makes her entrance into
adult literature, stepping in with a relatable, refreshing, and evocative perspective on the problems we've become much
too familiar with.
Zevin's compelling drama centers
around the All-American family as a dysfunctional unit. She chronicles the heartwrenching saga of the Pomeroys, an
unremarkable family with nothing special going for them. They stand out only
because their situation so accurately captures the zeitgeist of families struggling
not to fall through the cracks.
Ignorance is necessary bliss for the
Pomeroys, whose Protestant faith and
bank account are always at odds, as they
are continually forced to choose between
survival and a clean conscience. The overwhelming thematic question is one of
holes and fatalism, symbolized in memory, clothing, rationale, and back yards.
How do we extricate ourselves, when filling one hole means digging out another?
As a linguistic technique, the idea of holes
manifests itself as gaps in information
and narrative continuity.
The story begins with a suburba,n

sense of deja vu. The Pomeroys are
preparing for their daughter Helen's wed-

ding, whose bratty demands - vellum
laminated invites, new swan pond, ·
repainted house - are making the ceremony more of a union with the credit.card
companies than one between lovers.
Exaggerating their financial crisis, Roger,
the deeply religious patriarch, returns to
school for a Ph.Din education. His short
tryst in the doctorate program results in
a financially-motivated affair with his
advisor, setting of a chain of lies, self-justifications, and a hypocritically intense
career in the ministry.
Unopened bills fill every drawer in the
house, sowing the seeds of a long and
tragic struggle with debt, an idea that
carries over into family relationships as
forgiveness becomes a transaction, and
emotion an economy. To cover expenses,
the mother opens a credit card account in
her son's name - without his knowledge.
Maternal identity theft seems desperate,
but as Zevin's tale will frequently emphasize, "people did what they could live
with; all sin was relative." The line
between right and wrong about as clear
as the line between the lower and middle
class. Stealing from one family member is
okay, so long as it supports another;
secret sexual affairs are okay if they
cement promotions and keep marriage
alive; excommunicating your daughter
will encourage her to reflect on the state
of her soul, and as a bonus, it will save
face with the church. Such contradictions
between principle and necessity capture
the dilemmas faced by many families trying to reconcile their needs with the
demands of communities, companies, and
consciences.
The Pomeroys cope with their actions
by a method of simple ignorance, favoring
temporary relief over long-term security.
The Hole Were In is a comment on
"caveat emptor" in dramatic form.
Though characters are unwilling to

engage in self-analysis - to ask how they
ended up on bottom· - Zevin's authorial
command makes the reasons clear
enough. The desire to ignore what can't
be helped, and the need to fight what can,
is perhaps the feeling that most strongly
connects characters to readers.
As the spiral of debt quickens, personal lives prove beyond resolution. For all
the stresses brought on the family by
finances, many of their troubles are selfimposed, or consequences of upbringing,
holes left by parents. One essential question Zevin raises: do the conditions of our
childhood make our actions futile?
Zevin weaves in several other hot topics, protesting the unpatriotic technicalities of the G.I. bill, the arbitrary whims of
healthcare, and the pervading influence
of the celebritocracy. The daughter, Patsy,
for example, serves as an active combatant in the Iraq War. She returns home
with nothing to show for her tour but an
illegitimate baby, no chance at higher
education, a missing toe - a pointless
heroism.
By the end of the story, it is clear that
the forces of money will win out over faith
and morality, as mother confesses to husband that she has never believed in his
savior, as son defies his faith and family
to marry a Hindu, and daughter purchases a backwater abortion. Principles seem
a high premium for a cheapened version
of the American dream, but of course
there's never enough room at the top - or
even the middle.
Zevin zooms out in time to study the
development and disintegration of a family from beginning to end. Her outlook is
grim, but with the children ending up a
little ahead of where their parents were,
it looks like financial and personal freedom might eventually be possible, though
no matter how we envision security, the
hole is always looming.

Joan Wickersham Reading Makes Sense of The Suicide Index
ANNE REEDER '12

for the National Book Award, up against New York Times. The darkness of the
heavy hitters like This Republic of subject is not something many writers or
Suffering: Death and the American Civil readers want to delve into, but consider
Writer Joan Wickersham visited War and The Dark Side: The Inside that every day, approximately 90
Trinity Wednesday, March 31, for a guest Story of How the War on Terror Turned Americans take their own life, and 2,300
reading of her memoir, The Suicide into a War on American Ideals. Must I go more attempt to do so. In the U.S. alone,
Index. I know what you're thinking. on? You're not the only who doesn't want one person dies by suicide every 16 minSuicide? No thank you. Don't fold the to read about suicide. Wickersham's utes, on top of an estimated one attempt
paper yet. This underdog was a finalist memoir didn't even get a review in The every minute. Wickersham stood calmly
at the podium of the Reese Room
Wednesday to present her audience with
a gorgeously honest story about making
sense of her father's unexpected suicide.
It was like any other day. Joan's
father woke up, showered, shaved, made
a pot of coffee, picked up the newspaper,
went into his study, stuck a gun in his
mouth, and shot himself. Meanwhile,
Joan was happily living in Cambridge,
Mass. with her husband and three·yearold son. The average literary story, with
all its neat chronologies and its dependable cause and effects no longer reflected
the narrative of Joan's life. Suicide left
her with an unsolvable mystery. Her
unique memoir organizes the fragments
:M.attliew 'Pliinney '10 wi{{yresent liis Senior Organ 'Recita( in tlie
of the puzzle left by her father's suicide
Cfiaye( on :frUfay, .'A.yri( 9, at 7:30 y.m. 'Pliinney serves as Senior
into the most absurdly formal, tidy
.'Assistant Cliaye( Organist. Jfe is tlie current Jolin 'RlJse Organ
index. The irony of the index itself, and of
Scliof.ar. Tfie yerformance wi(( inc(wfe wor!es by :M.entfeCssolin,
Wickersham's dark humor, provides the
J.S.'.Bacli, Jfowe([s antfl!ierne.
reader some room to breathe and digest.
Wickersham explained that the
:M.attliew is a :M.atliematics am£ :M.usic cloubCe major. .J\.t Trinity lie
index accommodated a variety of
lias studiecl organ witli Jolin 'RlJse, resiclent Co((ege Organist. '.During
approaches - long, short, funny, heart·
liis junior year in Oxforcl, lie studiecl at Oxford's Clirist Cliurcli
breaking - in a broad emotional range.
Catlieclra( witli Cfive VrisJei(C-Smitli. Jfe is acceytecl at Oxforcl
The Suicide Index breaks the rules of
'University wliere lie wi((yursue liis :M.aster's clegree in
genre and form, in exchange for a raw
:M.atliematics beginning next :fa(l
picture of the chaotic process of grief.
"Suicide: act of," "attempt to imagine,"
Tliere wi{{ be a receytion in tlie cCoister foCCowing tlie yerformance.
"bare-bones account," "anger about," are
There is no aclmissions cliarge.
examples of several index entries, but
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

SENIOR ORGAN RECITAL

the alphabetical order is fickle, and does
not even begin to sort out the complications. In a section entitled, "Suicide: day
after 'little room' discussion with his
business partner," Wickersham describes
the nauseating repercussions, "You think
I haven't wanted to do what your dad
did, just go into that little room and close
the door and take myself out of it? Your
dad doesn't have to worry anymore. He's
out of it all right. All right for him. But
what about the rest of us? We can't just
go into that little room, can we?" Joan's
dark humor enriches her revelation that
not all the people closest to her father
will still love him.
In
other
shorter
sections,
Wickersham's stinging reality is conveyed in so few words, "Suicide: numbness and duration: YEARS."
Though it took her 10 years from her
father's death to start writing,
Wickersham has produced a bleak,
poignant, honest portrait of the elusive
path to clarity. First written as a novel
(which might have matched sales with
other National Book Award finalists if
marketed as such), Wickersham said
that for so long, she kept "getting it all
wrong." She threw away 300 pages of her
first draft (at the audience's gasp, she
assured us, "getting it wrong is an
investment in getting it right"), and boldly opted for the unprecedented form that
enabled her to bridle this incoherent,
insensible
tragedy.
Wickersham's
unprecedented form and emotionally
charged title most likely lost her a fortune in books sales, but the frank voice
with which she approaches the unapproachable is invaluable.
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Opening Day 2010 and Major League Baseball Season Preview
KAYLA CHADWICK '12
SPORTS CO TRIBUTOR

Last year's Major League
Baseball season ended (in
November, no less) with the
New York Yankees jumping all
over the field and spraying
champagne into each others'
eyes. For some, it was the celebrated end of a drought, and
for others, it was proof that
everything, even baseball's
highest achievement, is for
sale. However, regardless of
how you feel about the
Yankees, it's time to finally put
2009 behind you, because
Opening Day is here at last.
For you non-baseball fans,
Opening Day is like New
Year's Day, the first day of
spring, and release from a federal prison, all rolled into one
glorious package: it's a ritual
of renewed hope. On Opening
Day, the Kansas City Royals
have the same record as the
National League Champion
Philadelphia Phillies. Fans of
the hapless Nationals (yes,
they have fans) can brag about

the artificially inflated batting
average of Adam Dunn, and
Seattle fans can swear that
"King" Felix Hernandez's ERA
will stay below 1.00 all season
long.
Although hope springs eternal, it will eventually be time
to face the facts: baseball by its
very nature wears down players, it is, as they say, a
marathon, not a sprint. These
men play 162 games in just
over six months, and fatigue
and m1uries are all but
inevitable Gust ask the New
York Mets). National and local
publications have been putting
out baseball previews all over
the country for the last month,
and though most MLB rosters
will look vastly different by
August, here come the projections for the end of the
marathon.
NATIONAL LEAGUE:
Western Division: Both
Sports
Illustrated
and
Baseball Prospectus' PECOTA
rankings pick the Colorado
Rockies to win the division, followed by the Dodgers, the
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Pitcher CC Sabathia started Opening Night for the Yankees at Fenway Park.

Giants, the Diamondbacks,
and then the hapless Padres.
The Rockies have a solid rota tion in a mediocre division, and
their lineup is solid, anchored
by SS Troy Tulowitski.
Things to watch: Arizona's
Brandon Webb tries to recover
from injury, San Francisco's
Tim Lincecum looks for a new
contract, and San Diego's
Adrian Gonzalez looks like
trade bait.
Tripod take: Rockies take
it.
Central Division: Both
ranking systems have St.
Louis taking the division, with
some dispute over the middle,
and Pittsburgh finishing in
last (yet again). The Cardinals
have one of the best pitching l 2's in baseball, with young
righties Chris Carpenter and
Adam Wainwright (who were
second and third in NL Cy
Young contention), and a lineup boasting Albert Pujols.

Things

to

watch:

Milwaukee's Prince Fielder is
looking for an extension, the
Astros have a new manager in
Brad Mills, and the Cubs are
at 101 years and counting.
Tripod take: Cardinals win
it.
Eastern Division: In
another instance where SI and
PECOTA agree completely, the
Phillies are predicted to win it,
followed by the Braves, the
Marlins, the Mets, and the
Nationals. Philadelphia has
built an American League style
lineup, and just added the best
pitcher in baseball, Roy
Halladay. "Doc" Halladay routinely won 17-20 games in the
AL East, with an ERA hovering around 3.25. That's death
for an NL lineup.
Tripod take: Phillies take
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Dustin Pedroia hit a two-run homerun in the 7th inning of the season opener.

the division, Braves take the
Wild Card.
AMERICAN LEAGUE:

Western

Division:

SI

and PECOTA could not be
more different here. The former picks Los Angeles to come
out on top, while the latter
takes Texas.
Though the
Angels lost ace John Lackey
and third baseman Chane
Figgins, they still have a formidable lineup and rotation,
along with one of the best managers in the game.
Tripod take: Angels take it,
but the Mariners (led by Cliff
Lee and Felix Hernandez) will
present a challenge.
Central Division: All SI
and PECOTA can agree upon is
that Minnesota will win the
Central, and the Royals will
finish last in spite of reigning
Cy Young Award winner Zack
Greinke. Minnesota has lost
closer Joe Nathan for the season, a tough break for a team
celebrating an extension for
hometown hero (and AL MVP)
Joe Mauer. The White Sox
seem to be the dark horse in
this race, with Mark Buehrle
and Jake Peavy heading the

rotation.
Tripod take: the Twins win
the Central, but it's close.
Eastern Division: In
what is generally accepted to
be the toughest division in the
game, it's no wonder that our
two authorities disagree: SJ
has New York winning it,
Tampa Bay second (Wild
Card), and Boston in third.
PECOTA has the Red Sox taking it, with the Yankees as
Wild Card winners, and the
Rays in third. They both agree
that Baltimore will be fourth,
and Toronto will mourn the
loss of Roy Halladay with a
last-place finish.
Tripod take: New York
takes the division, Boston the
Wild Card - but it's going to
come down to the wire with the
top three teams.
Of course, it's likely that
we'll look back at these predictions and laugh - you can't predict injuries, break-out rookie
seasons, or blockbuster trades.
The league's going to look very
different come October. But
right now ... who cares? Sit
down and relax - baseball season is here again.

Baseball Wins One of
Three Against Bowdoin
continued from page 18
the mound for the Bantams, giving up seven hits and four runs
over five innings of work. D.J.
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Ramsay pitched well fo r the Bantams.

Goldberg pitched the final four
innings in relief giving up three
hits and zero runs. The Trinity
offense couldn't help out its
pitchers, managing just one run
against the Bowdoin pitching
staff. Oliver Van Zandt gave up
only five hits and one run to the
Bantam bats, while striking-out
11 batters over seven innings.
First-baseman Dan Hicks had
two RBI and one run for the
Polar Bears, and four of his
teammates had multi-hit games.
No Bantam hitter had more
than one hit.
After the
series,
the
Bantams drop to 10-3 overall
and 4-2 in the New England
Small
College
Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) standings. Bowdoin improves to 15-4
overall and 2-1 in the NESCAC
East.
The Bantams resume play
Tuesday, April 6, against
Albertus Magnus College before
facing NESCAC opponent Bates
College in a three-game series at
home this upcoming weekend.

Men's Swimming & Diving: Paul Scafariello '10
Women's Swimming & Diving: Jenna Carroll '12
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Undefeated W. Lacrosse Bowdoin Takes Series from Baseball
Beats No. 14 Williams
ALEX FITZGERALD '10
SPORTS EDITOR

ANN WALLER CURTIS '12
SPORTS EDITOR

The Trinity College women's
lacrosse team won two games
last week to improve to 7-0 on
the season. The Bantams are
currently ranked No. 4 in the
nation and are the only undefeated team in the New England

giving up 13.
The No. 14 Williams College
Ephs visited Sheppard Field on
Saturday, April 3, for a matchup
with the Bantams. The Ephs
entered the game with a 3-3
overall record and were 1-2 in
the NESCAC. An early offensive
run by the Bantams created an
8-2 halftime advantage, and the
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The women's lacrosse team hasn't lost this year and is ranked No. 4 in the country.
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Small
College
Athletic
Conference (NESCAC).
On Thursday, April 1, the
Bantams traveled to Union
College to take on the then No.
13 Dutchwomen. After falling
behind 3-0 early in the contest,
the Bantams battled back and
scored six straight goals to take
the lead, 6-3. The Dutchwomen
scored two more goals in the
final minutes of the contest to
pull within one, but the
Bantam's defense held off a lastminute Union scoring opportunity to ensure the victory.
Union had a free-position
shot with six seconds left that
would have sent the game into
overtime, but the shot went wide
and the Bantams escaped with
the 6-5 win. Midfielder Rachel
Romanowsky '11 scored three
goals and had an assist to lead
the Bantams, and attacker
Caitlin Irvine '11, tri-captain
midfielder Sarah Remes '10, and
attacker Caitlin Hildebrand '13
added goals of their own to pace
the Bantam offense. Goalkeeper
Stephanie Fisher '12 made two
saves in the net as Trinity outshot the Dutchwomen, 24-17.
Additionally,
the Bantams
gained a significant advantage
in the turnover battle, causing
24 Union turnovers and only

team held on in the second half
for the 12-5 win. The Bantams
only turned the ball over five
times in the game, allowing
them to control the game in the
second half and protect their
lead.
Within minutes of the opeing
whistle, Romanowsky scored the
game's first goal. She added two
more goals later in the contest.
Remes scored three goals, and
tri-captain Jenn Calver '10 and
midfielder Megan Leonhard '13
contributed two scores apiece.
Attacker Kristin Phelps '10 and
Irvine rounded out the scoring
for the Bantams and each
recorded an assist.
For the week of March 29,
midfielder Liz Bruno '12 was an
honorable mention selection for
the www.womenslacrosse.com
National Offensive Player of the
Week.
The Bantams travel to
Wesleyan University for a
NESCAC game on Wednesday,
April 7, and host the Tufts
University Jumbos on Saturday,
April 10, at 12 p.m. on Robin L.
Sheppard Field. The Bantams,
currently the top team in the
NESCAC, travel to current No. 2
Amherst (5-2, 3-1 NESCAC) for
the regular season finale and a
key game on Thursday, April 22.
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Bruno was honored by womenslacrosse.com for her play in last week's wins.
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Inside Sports:
A preview of the upcom·
ing MLB season,
pa ge 17

I

The Trinity baseball team
played its first home game of the
season on Friday, April 2, and
suffered an extra innings loss to
the Bowdoin College Polar
Bears. The Bantams, ranked
No. 1 in New England and No. 4
in the nation, gave up four runs
in the top of the 10th inning, and
were only able to score two of
their own, losing 9-7.
Bowdoin, ranked No. 4 in
New England, was in control of
the game from the first inning,
before a three-run homerun by
outfielder Jim Wood '10 in the
bottom of the seventh gave
Trinity a brief, 4-3, lead. A twoout double by outfielder Joe
Comizio knocked home two runs
in the top of the eighth to give
the lead back to Bowdoin, 5-4.
Corey Jensen '13 doubled to
start the ninth for the Bantams
and Stephen Rogers '13 sent him
home with an RBI single.
Brendan Garner walked to lead·
off the 10th for the Polar Bears,
stole second, and scored on a single by Brett Gorman to give
Bowdoin a 6-5 lead. A double by
Dan Finley and a single by Reid
Auger scored the next three runs
for the Polar Bears. Facing a 95 deficit, Jack Abbot walked to
lead-off the bottom of the 10th
and Wood sent him home with a
two-out double , putting the
Bantams behind, 9-6. Jensen
singled to score Wood, but the
Bantams could not muster any
more offense in the inning.

Right-handed pitcher Joe
Pace got the win for Bowdoin,
while captain Conor O'Sullivan
Pierce '10 was given the loss for
the Bantams. Although Bowdoin
scored nine runs in the game,
the Bantams committed five
errors and only two of the runs
were earned. The Polar Bears
committed four errors of their
own. Wood lead the way for the
Bantams with four RBI, and
Sullivan had three hits, but the
Bantams still stranded 14 runners on base. Neither starting
pitcher factored in the decision,
but both Derek Anderson '10
and Bowdoin pitcher Tim Welch
pitched well with at least six
innings of work each. Anderson
gave up just two hits and zero
earned runs over six innings.
The Bantams suffered what
may have been a greater loss
during the game, when firstbaseman Kent Graham '10 left

with an injured arm after a collision at first-base.
The teams played a doubleheader on Saturday, April 3,
splitting the two games. Trinity
rebounded from its tough extrainning loss on Friday with a 5-3
win in the first game. Sullivan
and Rogers both went 2-for-3 in
the game, and outfielder Alex
Almeida '13 doubled in two runs
during a four-run third inning.
Left-handed pitcher James
Ramsay '12 got the win for the
Bantams, giving up four hits
and three earned runs over 6.1
innings. Edward Donovan '12
closed out the game for the
Bantams for his second save of
the year.
The Bantams dropped the
second game of the double-header, 4-1, to the Polar Bears.
Andrew Janiga '11 started on
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Jim Wood '10 belted a three-run homerun during the home opener on Friday.

Trinity Softball Wins Three vs. Bates
ANN WALLER CURTIS '12
SPORTS EDITOR

The Trinity College women's
softball team won three games
against the Bates College
Bobcats last weekend.
The Bantams won a 5-1
decision on Friday, April 2.
Pitcher Kristen Anderson '11
pitched a complete game for the
Bantams, her fourth win of the
season. Outfielder Jessica Tait
'10 hit a double and went 2-for5 on the day to power the
Bantam offense, while Caroline
Blanchard '13 had two RBI.
The two teams played a
doubleheader on Saturday,
April 3, and Trinity won both
games with scores of 6-4 and 40. The Bantams benefited from
strong pitching performances
from Anderson and Katherine
Poulos ' 12, both of whom
pitched
complete
games.
Catcher Kristina Yu '12 had
several big hits on Saturday, a
single in the sixth inning of the
first game that scored the
game-deciding two ru ns, and a
key two RBI double in t he sixth
inning of t he second game.

With the wins, the Bantams
start their season 3-0 in New
England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) play,
and are 7-7 overall after a week
of games in Florida over Spring
Break. Higlights from the trip
include a 9-7 win against
Plymouth State and a 9-1 victory over Allegheny.
The Bantams are getting
ready for a busy week of games.

The team travels to face the
Coast Guard Academy on
Tuesday, April 6, and host
Smith College on Wednesday,
April
7,
before
hosting
NESCAC
opponent Colby
College in a three-game series
the weekend of April 9-10.
Gametimes for the Colby series
are set for 4 p .m. on Friday,
April 9, and 12 p.m. and 2:30
p.m. on Saturday, April 10.
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Kristen Anderson ' 11 pitched two complete games against Bates last weekend.
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CAMPUS SAFETY REPORT

candidates tor
SGA President

10. LADY GAGA
~. JIMMY JONES

TRINITY CAMPUS SAFETY - KEEPING YOU SAFE ... WHEN WE FEEL LIKE IT

~tud~nt Commits flagrant fir~ \/iolation
A student was forcibly removed from a class in Seabury this Monday, after lighting up a cigarette in the middle of lecture. Despite repeated admonishments from
both the professor and his peers, the student refused to put his cigarette out, replying only by briefly waxing poetic about the word "nostalgia," and wistfully looking
out the window with the kind of steely eyes you know have seen some shit. Upon
later questioning by police, the student said he had simply "gone 'Mad Men' on
everyone's ass."

Tlppalling ®isplay of Bigotry on Quadrangl~

8. &ARACX O&AMA

An individual charged with public intoxication and drunk and disorderly conduct on the quad by Hartford Police officers launched into a shockingly anti-Semitic
tirade during the course of his arrest, repeatedly using ethnic slurs and referring
to a female officer as "sugart-s." Even more shocking, the Tripod has learned that
individual in question is in fact only eight years old, although to be fair, that's 42
in dog years.

7. NATHAN
XIRSCH&AUM) CLASS
OF 1827

G. LIZZIE &RO\JN
5. CATFANCY
Lf. MARX LAVOIE '11
3. \JHO CARES?
2. DA TRIPOD STAFF
1. HARRY POTTER
Write for the Tripod
pretty please??

Moral BankruptcV's Posterchild

Transiint ®riftir kiving In Mathir l3asimint 'Rimovid
A 46-yearold man was removed by the Hartford Police from the basement of
Mather Hall yesterday morning. The man was apparently mentally ill, as he continued to claim that he was "a sorcerer." The loitering charges were later dropper,
however, when the man was identified as Hollywood actor Nicolas Cage and was
released on his own recognizance. The Hartford Police Department is urging the
public to please go see Cage's new films, because "the poor guy could use a break."

--

Things that come up when ~ou
Google "Tripod Staff"

•••

Sure, this might look like we are just
filling up space. But seriously, would
space-filling be necessary if you lazy
shits wrote us some articles?

.

We're desperate. Give us a break.
Contactjoseph. tarzi@trincoll edu ifyou
are interested in writing, or are just look -

ing for a good time.
.....
I
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Inside Jorts:
Sports teams other
than squash and
women's hockey win
games,
maybe next year

The Trinity Tripod

BANTAM SWIMMERS WIN NATIONALS
MADISON BELL

'Tm mostly excited for the new gear
we're going to get," confessed a junior.
'We've had a lot of great practice suits
over the years - the tuxedo ones, the
'champs not chumps' ones, the 'killah'
ones - but nothing can top the ones for
next year, which will have a screen-print·
ed gold medal around the neckline."
The male swimmers are of course
ecstatic for their female counterparts, but
one sophomore admitted that it was
tough always being the bridesmaid. "It's
rough when they're usually 11th out of 11
at NESCACs and we're 10th .. .I mean,
we kind of feel like rock stars, you know?
And then all of a sudden they're winning
NCAAs and nobody even wants to talk
about us anymore. I guess I just miss all
the recognition. I'm psyched for the girls,
though; really I am."
Trinity's win, while thrilling for the
campus community, was not without con·
troversy. After the 200-yard freestyle
relay event, which Trinity won by less
than one-tenth of a second to clinch the
meet, Trinity's last swimmer jumped out
of the water and roared into the face of
her opponent. ESPN has picked up the
footage .

SWIMFAN

The Trinity College women's swim·
ming and diving team completed its excit·
ing run to the top last week with its firstever gold medal at the NCAA Division III
Women's
Swimming and Diving
Championships. Although Trinity stu·
dents have long known their swim team
had untapped potential, it was not until
this season that the Bantams truly broke
out.
"We've always been the most fun team
in the NESCAC," a senior who wished to
be identified only as a "swammer" said,
"but now it's clear that we're the best,
too."
The athletes attribute their success to
their rigorous practice schedule, under a
system they call "almost one-a-days."
"Coach [Kristen] Noone works us
pretty hard," the senior admitted, "and at
first I had trouble with the 12-hour rule
[athletes are not permitted to partake in
drug or alcohol consumption within 12
hours of competition], but once I saw how
successful we could be, I was willing to
make the sacrifice. We all understand
how much we have to give Up to get the
results we want."

Edwin C. Pratt (He's Still Around Here Somewhere)

The Trinity College women's swim team circa 1999.

lf you think that's foxy, wait till you see their new suits!

see WIN on page GOTCHA

Cost of Bacon Offset by Planned The Tripod Congratulates ...
Consolidation of Departments
,,H~

NEW KID
AKA BEN PATE

Last
Monday,
the
Student
Government
Association
(SGA)
announced plans to address the issue of
exorbitant bacon prices on campus.
Bacon is currently offered as a condiment
choice in the Cave for a surcharge of
$2.00. The price increase came as a shock
to many who believed that the price of
bacon was somehow included in a nearly
$50,000 enrollment bill.
The SGA's effort is part of a collabora·
tion with Chartwells and th e Educational
Policy Committee. Citing a goal of $1. 75
per strip, SGA president Andrew Gropein
'10 is spearheading the S.W.I.N.E. initia·
tive (Students Without real Issues Need
Entertainment). Though unsure of how
this acronym relates to their purpose,
the purpose itself is clear: cheaper bacon.
S.W.I.N.E. is also in talks to present
orthodox vegetarians with an I-Can't·
Believe-It's-Not-Bacon option, as their
religion forbids consumption of meat.
At tomorrow's S.W.I.N.E. meeting,
secretary treasurer Cave N. Mary is
expected to announce a fiscal strategy.
The plan, still in its inception, involves
the consolidation of the Neuroscience,
English, and Economics Departments
into a single interdisciplinary program.
'We're not here to learn anyway," said
Stephanie Apstein '10, "we're here to
eat."
When asked how the college might
suffer from the dissolution of some of its
most prestigious departments, Dean of
Faculty Rena Fraden said "the belief
that our college defines itself on the

Alt~P'~ -r~NNI~ -r~ltM

1or "their £a.bul.ou.&, a.n..d we
m.ea.n.. F.A.BBBBul.o"Us co:n.."trib"Utio:n.. "to "the wor1d o1
'l.VIe:n..'s Accessories. Really
boys, yo"U 1ook grea."t, :n..o"t
do"Uchey a."t a .J I. :Keep i"t "Up!
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Matthew Bellamy has already approved this decision.

merit of any one program is a misconcep·
tion. Four departments together can be
more effective than working as separate
entities. I just can't believe it's taken us
since 1723 to think of this." When asked
if cheaper bacon justified what many stu ·
dents, faculty, and alumni fear is a grave
misstep, Jones added that "In Georgia,
we know that Francis Bacon is in no way
connected with the pork product. This
fact is essential to understanding our
responsibility to the trustees."
Additional strategies are in the
works. All texts in Raether library not
checked out in the last five years will be
sold to the campus bookstore. At 50 per
cent cover price, the SGA expects the sale
to bring bacon prices down by 5 cents for
at least three years, "palatable" says one

see MONEY on page 0
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